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• 
The problem discussed in this book first came to public notice 

at the time the Tariffs Acts of 1921 and 1922 were passed, and has 
since constituted one of the knottiest problems before the tariff
making authorities. The commodities discussed include a consid
&rable number of vegetable oils and animal fats. The principal 
vegetable oils under consideration are cottonseed oil, linseed oil, 
olive oil, corn oil, and peanut oil; the principal animal fats are butter, 
lard, tallow, and the fish fats. The movement to protect thesp. com
modities has had the backing not only of the direct producers but of 
the agricultural interests as a whole. 

The book answers the following questions: Have'the duties 
on these products stimulated production? Have they raised prices? 
Have they helped the farmers? Have they burdened consumers? 
¥ave they proved a handicap to the users of oils as raw materials? 

, The writer of this volume was employed as an expert on the 
'Iff of the United States Tariff Commission for five years, and is 
k own as a professional economist of standing. In this volume an 
e ort is .made to present the facts concerning an important aspect 
of~ the tariff question in a scientific spirit without partisan bias.· . 
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DIRECTOR'S PREFACE 

Within the last decade a new set of economic 
relationships between the United States and the rest 
of the world has developed. Certain old questions 
have reappeared in new aspects and with changed 
implications. The tariff, as the most important ex
pression of the trade policy of this country, requires 
a fresh examination, and this the Institute of Eco
nomics has undertaken. 

But before attempting any broad generalizations 
regarding the wisdom of American tariff policy as a 
whole, the Institute is presenting a series of studies 
dealing with specific commodities in their relation 
to the tariff. In the view of the Institute the tariff 
is not a single problem to be solved by the applica
tion of a general formula. Its application to each 
particular industry gives rise to questions of public 
policy which may be peculiar to that industry. 
There has been an abundance of abstract theorizing 
in the United States about free trade and protection 
and there has been no dearth of statistical evidence 
submitted by interested parties for the purpose of 
bolstering a theory or advancing a private interest, 
but there has been little dispassionate investigation 
of the concrete effects of particular tariff duties. 

vii 
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In the Institute's commodity studies answers are 
sought to the following questions: What precise ob
jects were in mind in imposing a particular duty? 
Has the duty in fact attained the objects sought? 
Has it had other effects beneficial or injurious to 
the industry in question, to other industries, or to 
the general public? What are likely to be the effects 
of changes from the present rate? 

It will be noted that the conclusions thus reached 
are conclusions of fact or at most are inferences 
from facts. They in no wise relate to public policy. 
They state what have been the effects and what are 
likely to be the effects of certain duties, without 
raising the question whether the duties ought or 
ought not to be imposed. In regard to conclusions 
of this character, if the data are handled by sound 
statistical methods, a fair degree of unanimity may 
be expected. 

Conclusions as to sound national policy are, how
ever, much more difficult to reach and unanimity is 
hardly to be expected. Individuals differ in their 
ideals, prejudices, and political affiliations, "and even 
when in general agreement in these matters attach 
different weights to specific items of public policy. 
Some stress, as the paramount national ideal. a 
maximum of wealth in the form of economic goods 
and services"; others stress as of greater importance 
than wealth national self-sufficiency and national 
security in the event of war. "To some the nature of 
a country's activities is a matter of indifference. 
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They may be few or many, exclusiyely industrial 
or exclusively agricultural. The important thing is 
a maximum of output with a minimum of effort. 
To others a considerable diversifying of business 
activities seems a matter of national importance to 
be encouraged even at some sacrifice of output. 
Especially, in this connection, is it felt by many to 
be good public policy to maintain a "proper bal
ance" between agricultur~ and manufacturing. 
Moreover, after making an int~nsive study of a 
single industry, one's judgment of what ought to be 
done with the duty is likely to be influenced by the 
existing status of that industry and its relation to 
other industries. When an industry, involving large 
commitments of capital and of highly skilled labor, 
has grown up under the-shelter of a protective tariff, 
especially if over a large area other busineSses are 
dependent on its prosperity, one -may well hesitate 
to remove the duty abruptly even though it can be 
shown that in the absence of such commitments of 
labor and capital the duty has little to commend it. 
Finally, in arriving at a conclusion whether a duty 
on a specific commodity ought to be removed or re
tained, one's judgment is necessarily influenced by 
the general tariff policy that is to prevail. If there 
is to be a general reduction all along the line, that 
is one thing; if the tariff is to remain highly pro
tective, it is another matter. 

In the light of these considerations, and particu
larly the last one, in the Institute's specific com-
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modity studies the conclusions are in the main con
fined to conclusions as to what has been and what 
is likely to be the effect of the duty. Only when 
the case seems very clear does the Institute venture 
to express an opinion as to what specific changes in 
tariff rates ought in the interest of public policy to 
be made. If the Institute succeeds in revealing the 
concrete results of particular tariff schedules, we 
believe that a real service will have been rendered. 
Because of the cl~ud of propaganda that surrounds 
nearly all tariff discussion the public is left largely 
in the dark as to the actual effects of the duties. 
It is our primary function to disclose the facts and to 
clarify the issues involved. 

The present study of the animal and vegetable 
oils is one of a series on agricultural products. 
Studies on sugar, wool, and cattle and beef have 
already appeared, and a study on wheat is in prepa
ration. Hitherto protection has been applied chiefly 
for the benefit of manufacturing interests. Re
cently, however, farmers, feeling that these manu
facturing interests were benefiting at. their expense, 
have sought to "equalize the benefits of protection" 
by imposing higher duties on agricultural products. 
The Institute's studies should be of service to 
farmers by showing them the extent to which they 
do in fact benefit and can expect to benefit by such 
duties, and hence aid them in deciding on the wis
dom of the policy on which they have embarked. 
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The conclusions of the present volume will be found 
summarized on pages 252-254. 

Institute of Economics, 
November, 1927. 

HAROLD G. MOULTON, 

Director. 
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JANUARY, 1920, 'l'O SI!lPTI!lMBER, 1927, INCLuslV!l-Continued 

Cot- Peanut Oil Com Oil Soya Coco-Men- ton- Palm 
haden seed Bean Oil, nut 

Oil Oil, Re- Re- Oil, Lagos Oil, 
Crude fined Crude fined Crude Crude Manila 

- --I-------------
4.7 7.2 11.1 7.5 10.8 8.4 8.9 7.9 8.9 
5.2 8.7 11.2 8.3 10.4 9.1 8.9 7.9 8.9 
5.1 10.0 12.0 10.3 11.8 11.4 10.2 8.1 9.0. 
4.5 9.7 13.0 10.0 13.1 11.3 11.4 7.9 . 9.0 
4.7 9.9 13.0 10.0 12.4 11.3 11.4 71i 8.8 
4.6 9.7 13.0 10.0 - 11.2 11.8 7.1 8.8 
5.2 8.8 12.5 9.9 12.5 10.5 12.2 7.1 8.8 
6.4 7.7 12.5 9.0 12.5 9.7 12.5 7.1 8.6 
5.3 6.5 12.2 8.7 11.6 9.2 11.5 6.9 8.5 
5.3 7.2 12.0 8.5 10.9 8.8 10.6 7.1 8.6 
6.2 8.2 12.5 10.3 11.2 9.7 10.6 7.1 8.8 
6.2 8.5 14.5 12.0 11.5 10.2 10.8 7.2 9.0 ----- -- --
5.2 8.5 12.5 9.6 11.7 10.1 10.9 7.4 8.8 

6.5 9.6 17.0 . 13.0 12.2 11.0 11.3 7.6 9.2 
6.5 9.8 17.8 13.5 13.0 11.2 11.8 7.9 9.4 
7.3 10.3 17.0 14.0 13.1 11.9 12.3 8.4 9.7 
7.0 10.1 17.5 14.0 13.6 12.5 12.9 8.6 10.l 
7.0 9.8 16.5 13.9 13.1 12.3 13.2 7.9 9.9 
6.7 9.7 16.5 13.0 12.8 12.1 12.8 7.4 9.8 
6.7 8.6 16.2 13.0 12.1 12.1 11.8 7.1 9.5 
5.3 9.0 16.0 12.0 11.0 11.5 11.3 6.8 9.4 
5.7 10.0 16.0 13.0 12.8 10.5 11.8 7.4 9.4 
6.3 9.2 16.0 13.0 13.0 10.6 11.0 7.6 9.4 
6.3 9.7 16.0 12.5 14.0 11.7 _I. 11.0 

7.6 . 9.6 
~.3 9.4 14.9 12.0 13.8 11.8 11.0 7.9 9.8 

- - ----
6.5 9.5 16.4 13.1 12.9 . 11.6 11.8 7.7 9.6 
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IX. PRICES OF THE PRINCIPAL On.S AND FAT3, BY MONTHS, 

Tallow Grease 

Lard Whale 

Edible Prime White Yellow Oil 
Packers 

---
1924 
January •••••• 12.0 9.3 8.5 8.4 6.6 7.2 
February •••... 11.0 9.2 7.8 7.5 6.6 7.2 
March •••••••. 10.9 8.8 8.1 7.5 6.9 7.2 
April ......... 10.7 8.2 7.6 7.2 6.6 7.2 
May ......... 10.4 8.2 7.4 6.9 6.4 7.2 
June ......... 10.5 8.2 7.1 6.7 6.1 7.2 
July .••••••••• 12.3 9.8 7.6 7.2 6.2 7.2 
August ••••••• 13.5· 10.9 8.6 8.4 7.2 7.2 
September •••• 13.4 10.1 9.1 8.9 7.4 7'.2 
October 14.0 9.7 9.1 9.1 8.1 7.2 
November •..• 14.3 10.1 9.9 9.8 8.8 7.2 
December .... 16.4 10.5 10.2 10.8 9.0 7.2 ------------------

Average ••••• 12.5 9.4 8.4 8.2 7.1 7.2 

1925 
January •••••• 16.6 10.7 10.4 11.6 9.4 7.2 
February ••••• 15.6 9.6 9.4 9.8 8.5 7.2 
March •••••••• 16.6 10.2 9.6 11.9 9.1 7.2 
April ......... 15.5 9.7 9.4 11.7 8.5 7.2 
May ......... 15.7 9.4 9.2 11.2 8.5 7.2 
June ......... 16.9 10.2 9.3 11.1 8.6 7.2 
July •••••••••• 17.5 10.8 9.8 13.1 9.0 7.2 
August •• , •••• 17.7 11.1 10.0 13.9 9.0 7.2 
September •••• 17.8 10.6 9.8 13.7 9.0 7.2 
October 16.3 10.7 10.0 12.4 9.0 7.2 
Novembe;·::: : 15.9 10.4 10.1 10.3 9.0 7.2 
December .... 14.8 10.3 10.0 10.0 8.8 7.2 ------------------

Average ••••• 16.4 10.3 9:7 11.7 8.9 7.2 
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JANUARY, 1920, TO SEPTEMBER, 1927, INCLuslVl!l-Continued 

Cot- Peanut Oil Com Oil Soya Coco-Men- ton- Palm 
haden seed Bean Oil, nut 

Oil Oil, Re- Re- Oil, Lagos Oil, 

Crude fined Crude fined Crude Crude Manila 

------------------
6.5 9.4 15.8 12.0 13.5 11.8 11.3 8.0 9.8 
6.5 8.7 15ii 12.0 13.1 11.8 11.6 8.1 9.9 
7.2 8.2 16.2 12.0 12.5 11.2 12.0 8.0 9.6 
7.2 8.6 ' 16.0 11.8 12.0 11.1 12.0 7.5 9.5 
7.2 8.0 15.8 11.3 12.1 10.9 12.0 7.4 9.2 
8.0 8.7 15.0 11.3 11.9 10.4 12.0 7.2 9.2 
5.7 10.2 15.1 "11.3 12.8 11.3 12.1 7.6 9.8 
6.7 11.3 15.8 11.6 14.8 13.7 12.8 8.4 10.4 
6.8 8.3 16.4 12.3 14.2 12.9 12.8 8.4 10.5 
7.0 8.8 16.1 12.0 13.1 12.4 13.2 8.9 10.5 
7.5 8.8 16.0 12.0 13.2 12.6 13.5 9.6 11.5 
7.7 9.6 16.0 12.0 13.5 12.5 13.3 9.4 11.4 --- --------------
6.8 9.0 15.8 11.8 13.1 11.9 12.4 8.2 10.1 

7.3 9.6 16.5 11.6 13.9 12.8 13.7 9.9 11.4 
7.3 9.0 16.5 11.5 13.5 12.1 13.8 9.5 11.0 
7.3 9.8 16.5 11.5 13.0 12.1 13.4 9.5 10.4 
7.3 9.8 16.5 10.6 13.2 12.4 12.9 9.2 10.1 
7.3 9.2 15.2 10.2 12.8 11.8 12.9 9.0 10.2 
7.3 9.6 15.0 9.9 12.8 11.6 12.9 9.0 10.4 
7.0 9.5 15.0 9.8 13.1 12.1 13.0 9.2 10.8 
6.8 9.4 15.0 10.7 13.2 12.1 13.0 9.2 11.0 
6.8 9.1 15.0 10.7 13.6 12.5 13.2 9.2 12.1 
7.2 8.4 15.0 10.1 13.5 12.2 13.3 9.2 13.4 
6.9 8.8 15.0 10.0 13.0 12.0 13.3 9.2 14.1 
7.0 8.8 15.0 10.0 12.8 11.8 13.3 9.2 12.6 ------------------
7.2 9.2 15.5 10.6 13.2 12.1 13.2 9.3 11.5 
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IX. PmCil8 OJ' THill PRINCIPAL OILS AND FATS, BY MONTHS, 

Tallow Grease 

Lard 
Edible l~ke~ White Yellow 

Whale 
Oil 

-----Ir---J---·I------------
1926 
January .••••• 15.4 10.6 
February .•... 15.1 10.4 
March ...••••. 14.9 10.1 

10.1 10.1 
9.8 10.1 
9.5 9.4 

April ••••••... 14.4 9.3 
May •...••••• 15.5 9.7 
June •••....•. 17.0 11.2 

8.6 8.7 
8.8 9.8 
9.3 11.2 

July .....••••. 16.2 10.6 
August ......• 15.5 9.6 
September •... 15.0 9.5 
October ....•• 14.5 8.9 

8.7 9.9 
8.6 8.9 
8.7 9.0 
8.2 8.8 

November.... 13.1 7.9 7.6 9.0 
December • • • . 12.6 7.8 7.4 9.6 

/---1---
Average..... 14.9 9.6 8.8 9.5 

1927 
January ••.••. 12.6 
February •••.• 12.8 
March .•...... 12.8 
April......... 12.7 
May......... 12.6 

7.9 7.5 9.0 

June ••..••••• 12.6 
July.......... 12.6 
August •••.... 12.4 
September .••• 12.9 
October .. . • • . 12.7 
November •••. 12.4 
December •••. 12.0 

Average..... 12.6 

8.7 8.0 9.1 
8.6 7.9 8.8 
8.0 7.7 8.1 
8.2 7.8 8.2 
8.3 7.9 8.3 
8.2 7.8 7.6 
8.6 8.0 8.0 
9.9 8.6 8.9 

10.4 9.2 9.5 
10.2 9.2 9.3 
9.3 8.9 9.1 

-8-.9-1-8-.2-li' 8.7 

9.0 
8.7 
8.4 
8.0 
8.0 
8.2 
7.7 
7.4 
7.3 
7.1 
6.3 
6.1 

7.7 

6.5 
7.0 
6.9 
6.6 
6.7 
6.9 
6.8 
6.9 
7.4 
7.4 
7.4 
7.3 

7.0 

7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 

7.7 

8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
7.8 
7.5 
7.5 
7.3 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 

7.5 
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JANUAIIY, 1920, TO SEl'TImIIBEB, 1927, INC1ous~ontinued 

Cot- Peanut Oil Com Oil Soya Coco-Men- ton- Palm 
haden seed Bean Oil, nut 

Oil Oil, Re- Re- Oil, Lagos Oil, 
Crude fined Crude fined Crude Crude Manila. 

------------------
7.0 9.7 15.0 10.0 12.5 11.6 13.3 9.0 11.7 
7.0 10.0 15.5 9.9 13.0 11.3 13.2 8.8 10.9 
7.0 11.0 16.0 10.6 13.0 11.3 12.8 8.7 11.1 
- 11.0 16.0 11.1 13.0 11.4 12.5 8.6 11.0 
- 12.2 16.0 11.5 14.0 12.7 12.5 8.8 10.9 
6.3 13.7 16.0 12.0 15.5 14.0 12.8 8.9 11.4 
6.3 13.0 16.0 13.3 16.0 14.0 12.5 8.4 11.1 
6.3 10.8 16.0 13.3 15.2 13.0 12.5 8.2 10.6 
6.2 8.8 16.0 13.0 14.0 12.9 12.5 8.7 10.7 
6.0 7.4 16.0 . 1l.0 12.5 11.2 . 12.5 8.6 9.8 
6.0 6.6 15.5 10.3 11.8 10.6 12.3 8.2 9.4 
5.7 6.4 14.8 9.1 11.4 10.4 12.1 8.2 9.3 ------------------
6.4 10.0 15.7 11.3 13.5 12.0 12.6 8.6 10.7 

5.3 6.8 14.5 8.8 11.0 10.0 12.0 8.4 9.4 
6.2 8.0 14.5 8.5 11.0 9.9 12.0 8.7 9.7 
6.5 7.7 14.5 12.5 1l.0 9.8 12.1 8.7 9.5 
6.5 7.3 14.5 12.5 11.0 9.8 12.0 8.3 9.6 
6.5 7.6 14.5 12.5 11.0 9.9 12.1 8.2 9.9 
6.5 8.0 14.5 12.5 12.0 11.0 12.0 8.0 11.8 
6.2 8.4 14.5 12.5 12.0 11.0 12.0 7.6 9.8 
5.8 8.6 14.5 12.5 12.0 11.3 12.0 7.6 9.8 
6.1 9.2 14.5 12.5 12.0 11.7 12.0 7.8 10.0 
6.0 9.4 14.5 11.4 12.0 11.8 12.0 7.9 10.0 
5.9 9.1 14.5 10.5 12.5 12.0 12.2 7.9 9.9 
5.9 8.6 13.5 9.6 12.0 12.0 12.3 7.8 9.9 -------- -6.1 9.2 14.4 11.4 11.6 11.6 12.1 8.1 9.8 
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EFFECTS OF A DUTY ON PRICE AND OUTPUT 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO BUTTER AND 
FLAXSEED 

I. FOB.MDLAE FOB. ESTIMATING THE EFFECT OF A 
. DUTY 

IN levying a duty on any article it is desirable to be 
able to estimate with some accuracy the price, output, 
and import changes which are likely to follow its enact
ment. If it is levied for revenue the question of first 
importance is the amount of revenue it will yield, and 
this is dependent both upon the magnitude of the duty 
and its effect upon imports. If it is levied for protection 
the important considerations are (1) to what extent may 
it be expected to expand the domestic industry, that is, 
to increase the domestic production of the taxed article, 
and (2) to what extent will the price of this article be . 
raised. 

If we had complete knowledge of the following nine 
factors all of these questions could be answered with 
mathematical precision: (1) The magnitude of the 
duty,Tr; the elasticities (2) of the domestic supply, Rd; 
(3) of the foreign supply, er; (4) of the domestic de
mand, '1d; (5) of the foreign demand, '1r; (6) the domes
tic output, Od; (7) the foreign output, or; (8) the domes
tic consumption, Cd; and (9) the foreign consumption, Cr· 

286 
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If P represents the international price established under 
free trade and ap the increase in price which will follow 
the imposition of the duty T t , then 

(A)1 

• A simple demonstration of the formula for 4P from which 
the others are derived, follows: 

Let fJ, 11', a, and {3 be the angles respectively which tangents 
to the domestic supply, foreign supply, domestic demand, and 
foreign demand curves make with a horizontal line. Let P be the 
international price established under free trade, and c, k,- m, and 
n, he constants, then 

c + P cot fJ = the domestic output and k + P cot II' = the 
foreign output, 

m + P cot a = the domestic consumption and n + P cot {3 = 
the foreign consumption, and (I) c + P cot fJ + k + P cot II' = m 
+ P cot a + n + P cot {3 (since world output = world consump
tion). Now let P' = the domestic price resulting from the duty 
and P'-T.=the-foreign price resulting from the duty. Then 
(under the duty T t) 

c + P' cot fJ = the domestic output and k + (P' - T.) cot II' 
= the foreign output, • 

m + P' cot a = the domestic consumption and n + (P - Tt) 
cot {3 = the foreign consumption, and (II) c + P' -cot fJ + k + 
(P' - Tt) cot II' = m + P' cot a + n + (P' - T t > cot {3 

From (I) P= m+n-c-k 
, cotfJ+cotlP-cota-cot{3 

and from (II) P' = m + n- e-k + T t (cot IP- cot {3) 
cot fJ + cot II' - cot a cot {3 

Hence P'-P=4P 
T. (cot cp - cot {3) 

cot II' - cot {3 + cot fJ - cot a 

= T. l' = T
t 
__ --'1:...... __ 

1 + cot IJ - cot a 1 + e.o'-".Ca 
cot II' - cot {3 eto. - ".e. 

[ ~] Si!lce, in general, elasticity = cotangent of the slopeOUtP\ii 
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The increase in the domestic production will be 

(B) .1P 
.10 = P edOd 

and the decrease in imports and domestic consumption 
will be 

(C) 

Other consequences of the duty, such as the effect upon 
foreign price and foreign production, may be derived 
from the above data, as may also the lowest duty which 
will be prohibitive. If the lowest prohibitive rate be 
denoted by Tp, we shall have 

(E) Tp=P(cd-od) ( 1 + 1 ) 
edOd-1]dCd erot-1]tCt 

The value of .1P depends on the value of the fraction 

edod.1]dCd. Since 1] is negative both numerator and de
etor-1]rcr 

nominator of this fraction are positive. The fraction 

Pigou's formula is AP = e.o. 
e.o. + e.o.-'I .. (o. + 0.), 'I .. bemg 

the elasticity of the world dt'mand. See "The Known and Un
known in Mr. Chamberlain's Policy," Fortnightly Review, June, 
1904, p. 44; or "Economics of Welfare," page 942. It is believed 
that the formula here given, because of its symmetry, is more 
convenient than Pigou's. It is also from the standpoint of 
theory more accurate. When the duty is imposed the domestic 
price rises and the foreign price falls. These changes in price 
affect the quantity which will be taken and the quantity which 
will be forthcoming both at home and abroad. Pigou's formula 

; does not take into account the lowering of foreign price in con-
nection with the !l.uantity taken abroad. When allowance is 
made for this difference the two formulae become identical. 
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may have all values from 0 to +00; if 0, LIP = 1, 
if + 00, LIP = O. In general the larger the domestic 
factors (ed, Od, T}d, Cd) as compared with the foreign, the 
greater will be the value of the fraction and hence the 
less ~he effect of the duty (LIP). . 

From (A) and (B) it may be shown that, other factors 
remaining constant, as ed increases LIP decreases and 
Llod increases. 

From (A) and (D) it may be shown that, other fac
tors remaining constant, as T}d increases numerically LIP 
decreases. and LlCd increases. 

It thus appears that high elasticity of domestic supply 
tends to lessen the effect of a duty on price and increase 
its effect on output, and that high elasticity of domestic 
demand tends to lessen the effect of a duty on price and . 
increase its effect in diminishing consumption. 

Before proceeding to the statistical problem of ascer
taining from existing data the values of the constants 
appearing in the formulae, a word may be said about 
their meaning. Tr is the duty, which, in order to be 
adaptable to the formula, must be fully effective, that is, 
result in a domestic price higher than the foreign price 
by the full amount of the duty,2 and must be a specific 
duty-so many cents per pound, cents per bushel, or 
dollars per ton as the case may be. The outputs, Od and 
Or, and the consumption, Cd and cr, are the total number 
of pounds, bushels, gallons, tons, etc., of the article in 
question produced and consumed in the United States 
and in all foreign countries, respectively. All of these 
quantities are perfectly definite and present no problems 
calling for discussion. Either the data are available or 
they are not. 

• In practice this condition is seldom perfectly realized. 
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The elasticities, e and 'IJ, call for more extended ex
planation. In a general way these terms have reference 
to the responsiveness of buyers or sellers to changes in 
pr~ce. As an economic concept the picture is that of a 
"market" made up of an indefinite nUmber of comp~ting 
buyers and an indefinite number of competing sellers, the 
latter holding in their 'Possession an indefinite quantity 
of a certain article. Under the concept of demand it is 
believed that if at a given instant of time the sellers had 
thrown on the market a definite portion of their stock, 
that portion would all have been taken at a ce~ain defi
nite price. If, however, at the same instant, they had 
offered more, the price would have been less, and, if less, 

. the price would have been more. That is, for an offering 
of any portion of the stock there is, at that instant, a 
definite price at which that portion will- be absorbed. 
Likewise, with reference to 8U1lPly it is supposed that at 
a given price a definite quantity will be forthcoming from 
sellers. If, at that instant, the price had been higher 
more would have been forthcoming; if lower, less. To 
give mathematical definiteness to the concept, the co
efficient of elasticity may be defined as the ratio of the 
percentage change in quantity to the percentage change 
in price, and may be represented by the expression: 

. Ax 
e [ elasticity of supply] a or x 
'IJ [elasticity of demand] a = Ay 

Y 
Since, with reference to supply, an increase in price 

. . db' . t't Ax d Ay IS accompame y an Increase In quan 1 y, - an -x y 
I In this expression Ax (read delta x) means the increase or de

crease· in quantity; Ay. the increase or decrease in price. 
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will have the same sign and hence e will be positive. 
With reference to demand, however, since at an increase 

in price a smaller quantity will be taken, Llx and Lly will 
x y 

have opposite signs and hence TJ will be negative. 
From what has been said it is obvious that supply 

conditions at any instant of time may be represented by 

F:iGUlll!l 1. TYnCAL SUPPLY AND DEMAND CURVES. 

an ascending, and demand conditions by a descending, 
curve. The point where the curves intersect determines 
the price and quantity exchanged at that instant. This is 
shown in Figure 1. 

The economic concept of elasticity supposes different 
experiments with prices in the same market at a single 
instant of time. Obviously such experiments cannot be 
made. Actual observations must be made at different 
times and during the period between observations condi~ 
tions both of supply and demand may change. Indeed, 
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they not only may change, but one of them must change, 
if any estimate is to be made of elasticity. For if they 
remained constant then every observation would show 
the same output and the same price, and while it might 
be imagined that at a higher price a smaller quantity 
would be taken or a greater quantity forthcoming no 
evidence of this would be afforded by the data. 

Moreover, for the purposes under discussion, a concept 
of the supply curve quite different from that based 
primarily on the psychology of sellers must be formed. 
Instead of an indefinite stock in the hands of sellers the 
picture becomes that of a flow of goods coming into the 
market from producers. Now, different producers pro
duce at different unit costs; indeed, the same producer 
generally produces different parts of his output at dif
ferent costs, hence the units constituting this flow are 
produced at different costs. But it may be assumed that 
every producer is producing every unit of his output at 
as low a cost as he can and it may be further assumed 
that he will not intentionally produce any part of his 
output at a loss. Hence the units making up the flow 
that comes into the market in a given period of time may 
be arrayed with respect to their costs of production be
ginning with the lowest and increasing up to a cost which 
is equal to the price. The cost curve constructed from 
this array will resemble in some respects the supply curve, 
above described, and is. the type of supply curve whose 
elasticity e is called for in the formula. 

It will resemble the first mentioned type of supply 
curve in this respect: at a higher price a greater output 
will be forthcoming and at a lower price the output will 
fall off. For, as was noted, since no producer will inten
tionally produce at a loss, the costs will ascend to a 
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point where they become equal tcr the price. At that 
point the cost enables the producer incurring it just to 
"break even." It may be called the marginal cost. But 
if the price increases producers can profitably increase 
their output up to a point where the new marginal cost 
equals the new price. 

From what has been said it is clear that if a true cost 
curve .could be constructed the value of the expression 

Ax -+- Ay for any point on that curve would be the elas. 
x y 

ticity of supply at that point and could be substituted for 
e in the formula. 

The United States Tariff Commission has made cost 
studies for a considerable ,number of industries. Un
fortunately for the present purpose, these studies were 
made by establishments. The average cost per unit for 
each establishment was ascertained. But it may be 
safely assumed that each establishment was producing 
units of output at varying costs up to a cost approximat
ing the marginal cost, otherwise a low cost producer 
would already have increased his output, thus lowering 
the price and squeezing out one by one the higher cost 
producers until the price was reduced to his own cost. 
Hence, when the price rises it ~ill not be merely. one 
producer at the margin who will find it profitable to 
increase his output, but all of the low cost producers as 
well, and therefore, the response in output to an increase 
in price will be in fact much greater than would be indi
cated by the cost curve constructed from the Commis
sion's data." The true value of e cannot be less than the 

"The diagram, Figure 2, will help to make clear the above 
statement. The "steps" AB, smoothed into the curve AB, are 
typical of the Commission's cost curves, when costs are· taken 
by establishments. Consider the producer whose output is 
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value derived from one of the Commission's cost studies 
but it may be much greate[. 

Aside from the Commission's cost studies, which are 
open to the objection specified, price, output, and con
sumption data, and such factors as may be supposed to 
influence supply and demand conditions are our only 
resource. As was noted, unless supply or demand condi
EF. His average cost is GE, but his unit costs may be assumed to 
range from IE to KF. Since what is true of this producer is true' 
of all, it is clear that a "true" cost curve would show a much 

FIGURE 2. COST CURVES BY UNITS OF OUTPUT AND 
BY EsTABLISHMENTS. 

.... 

L ---=:::,;:::;;::- I'" 
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greater part of the output produced at or near the marginal cost, 
and would assume some such form as AD. From the Commission's 

LX 
OL 

cost. curve we should have e = BM: from the "true" cost 

MX 
LX 
OL 

curve e = DM' Obviously the latter value is much the greater. 

MX 
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tiona change, no information with respect· to elasticity 
can be obtained from such data. However, this limita
tion need give us little concern, because as a matter of 
fact both conditions do change greatly from year to year, 
from month to month, and even from day to day. De
mand is said to strengthen when a greater quantity will 
be taken at the same price. This will be shown graphi-

FIoURJ!l 3. ~c&-OUTPUT DATA REVEAIr
(A) SUPPLY CURVE 
(B) DEMAND CURVE 

x 

cally by a bodily shifting of the demand curve to the 
right. Supply conditions are said to move toward lower 
costs when a greater quantity will be forthcoming at. the 
same price. This also will be shown graphically by a 
bodily shifting of the supply curve to the right. A weak
ening of demand or a movement toward higher costs will 
be shown by a shifting of the curves to the left. 

If it can be shown that during a period of time covered 
by two or more observations either curve remains fixed 
while the other moves to right or left, price-output data 
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will reveal points on the curve that remains fixed. This 
should be obvious from the analysis given above but may 
be illustrated by a diagram. (Figure 3.) 

If both supply and. demand conditions change, price
output data yield no direct information as to either curve. 
(Figure 4.) 

FIauBIII 4. PRICII-OUTPUT DATA FAIL TO REVEAL EITHER SUPPLY 
OR DEMAND CURVB. 

Unfortunately for our problem, the case represented by 
Figure 4 is the more common, and even if either curve 
does remain fixed during the period covered by the ob-' 
servations there is no certain way of knowing this fact 
in advance.S 

It may be said at once that the numerical results ob
tained for the elasticity of supply or demand can be at 
best but estimates based upon a reasonable agreement 

• For a fuller discussion of the point here made see Working, 
E. J., "What Do 'Statistical Demand' Curves Show?" Quarterlv 
Journal 01 Economics, February, 1927, Vol. XLI, p. 212. 
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of results obtained by different tests and upon such a 
priori evidence as may be available. 

Such estimates may be made, but before proceeding 
further it is well to emphasize the conclusion so far 
reached. Aside from estim~tes based on cost studies, 
such as those undertaken by the Tariff Commission, the 
estimate must be based on the principle that price-output 
data afford evidence with respect to the supply or de
mand curves only on the condition that one of the curves 
is constant while the other varies, and the problem con
sists in so handling the data as to have a reasonable 
a~surance that that condition is realized. 

II. EXPLANATIO,NS AND QUALIFICATIONS 

In order to avoid confusion several explanations and 
qualifi~ations have been purposely omitted. These must 
be disposed of before approaching the problem of esti
mates. 

Elasticity may remain constant through bodily shift
ings of the supply and demand curves. The question 
naturally arises whether through the constantly changing 
conditions of supply and demand there is any reality cor
responding with the term elasticity. Is it not'one thing 
to-day' and another to-morrow? Doubtless the elas
ticities of supply and demand do change, but there is 
reason for believing that they are at least relatively 
constant. Suppose demand condit.ions change. It can 
easily be shown that if the ratio of the quantity now 
taken to the quantity formerly taken at a given price. 
is constant, whatever the price, the elasticity of demand 
at that price remains unchangedJ 

8 and similarly under the 
. "Let x=q>(y) [Figure 5] be the demand curve in its first 

pomtion, and x = nq>(y) the demand curve in its second posi-
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same conditions the elasticity of supply may be shown to 
remain unchanged. Such a condition is believed to be, on 
the whole, normal. For example, if under the new condi
tions the quantity which would be taken at 10 cents is 
doubled, it is probably appr9ximately true that the quan
tity which would be taken at 5 cents, at 8 cents, or at 12 
cents would also be doubled.' 
tion. Then 'I (the elasticity of demand in the first position) = 

l. ddx = y() Ip'(y) and 'I' (the elasticity of demand in the second· 
x y Ip y 

position) =l. ddx = -2-( ) nlp'(y) = y() Ip'{y) .'. 'I = 'I'. 
X Y nip Y Ip Y 

FIQUBJ!lS. SHIFl'ING DEMAND CuBVI!I: CONSTANT ELASTICITY. 

'This does not mean that the elasticity of demand, in any of 
the positions of the demand curve, is necessarily the ssme for 
10 cents as for S cents or 8 cents or 12 cents. The demand curve 
which does have the ssme elasticity for any price or any output 
must be of the form XY" = n, where 'I is the elasticity and n a 
constant determining the position of the curve with reference to 
'th ., Th b d fi . . dx y dx dy e onglD. us, y e nltlOn '1=~ -·-or-=-'1-

• dyx x y 
,'.log x=log n-'1 log y=log E.. .'. xy.=n. 

Similarly. the equation of the c~:t curve of constant elasticity 
is x=ny·. 
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The data mU/it be handled intelligently with respect to 
time intervals in estimating the elasticity of supply. At
tention has been called to the distinction between the 
supply curve and the cost curve, the former depending 
solely on the responsiveness of sellers holding an in
definite stock to changes in price, the latter depending 
on the increase in marginal cost resulting from an in
crease in output. If the immediate effect of the tariff 
is in question, the elasticity of supply should be obtained 
from the supply curve as defined above. Ordinarily the 
long-run effect of the tariff is what is desired, and for 
this the elasticity of supply should be obtained from the 
cost curve. 

Price is the only evidence available of marginal cost 
but, at the time of any specific observation, may differ 
widely from it. However, as the desire· for profit is 
always urging producers to expand their output up to 
the point where some part of it is produced at marginal 
cost, while the impossibility of long continuing to. pro
duce at a loss is tending to curtail parts of the output 
produced at a higher cost, it would seem that forces were 
at work tending always to adjust output·to demand in 
such a manner that the price would equal the marginal 
cost. An average of prices over a considerable period of 
time should approximate the marginal cost of producing 
the average output. 

In the case of an agricultural product the process of 
adjustment may extend qver several years. At the close 
of harvest the quantity available for sale is fixed .until 
the next harvest. Prices may be expected to fluctuate 
throughout the year calling from sellers varying portions 
of the existing stock, but the average price for the year 
should be the price at which the ml!orket would absorb 
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the entire stock. Suppose this price to be above the cost 
of producing all except an inappreciable portion of the 
crop. Production will be stimulated and the next crop 
will be likely to be so large that, at the reduced price at 
which it will sell, much of it will be produced at a loss. 
The next year will therefore show a small crop and a 
high price, and so on, with a tendency, however, if de
mand conditions remain constant, to adjust the price to 
the marginal cost.S It may require a period of four or 
five years to affect the adjustment. Since there is no way 
of teIling just how many years are required, it is well 
in practice to make several computations; one, say, with 
a period of four years; another of five years; and an
other of six years. The average value of e obtained 
from such computations is probably safer than that ob
tained from anyone of them. 

Marginal cost was provisionally defined as the cost 
which just enables the producer who incurs it to "break 
even." This definition implies identity between price 
and marginal cost. In the light of what has been said 
such an identity can be accepted only as a long-run 
tendency. A more precise definition of marginal cost 
would be the cost equal to the equilibrium price deter
mined by existing cost and demand conditions. 

Since no producer would intentionally produce any 

• The statement in the text calls for some qualification. The 
entire stock is not necessarily absorbed. There may be a hold
over and the hold-over may differ from year to year. Nor is the 
supply absolutely inelastic. With a given stock the qua.n~ity 
which will be offered for sale will vary somewhat with the pnce. 
With a. very low p~ice some part of the stock will never come to 
market at all. The annual supply curve for an agricultural crop 
will be a. curve whose elasticity approaches zero. Finally. the 
possibility of increasing or diminishing the stock available as a. 
result of the h:l.rvest. by increasing or diminishing imports, must 
be taken into account. 
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part of his output at a loss, the marginal cost and price 
would also tend to be equal to the highest cost. But be
cause of accident, fallibility in the estimates of producers, 
and the constantly changing conditions of demand, it is 
usually found that some portion of the crop is annually 
produced at a loss. However, economic forces are always 
tending to bring price, marginal cost, and highest cost 
together whenever they depart from a common leve1.9 

• The cost studies undertaken by the Tariff Commission indicate 
that even in equilibrium the price and marginal cost are less than 
the highest cost, that is, that some portion of the output is 
normally produced at a loss. If this is true, the long-time supply 
curve instead of being identical with the cost curve would lie 
somewhat below it. Suppose that 10 per cent of the marketed 
output is normally produced at a loss. This situation is repre
sented in Figure 6. 

FIGUIII!I 6. SUPPLY CtmVE MAY DIFFER FROM COST CURVl!I. 

y 

Q' Q" 
P. P. p .. pili pw PlllCES 
MM: M," M~" till'" MARi;INAL Cosrs 
H.H! H!' H!II tfV HIGHEST COSTS 

D, DI, DIl, DIll, etc.-demand curves 
CC-cost curve 
SS--aupply curve 
P, PI, PII, etc.-prices 
M, MI, MIl, etc.-marginal costs 
H, HI, HII, etc.-highest costs. 
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The equilibrium prices, even when imports and exports 
exist, should be also marginal costs, and, taken in con
nection with domestic output, should determine the cost 
curve. Hitherto no account has been taken of imports 
and exports. it has been assumed that domestic produc
tion was also domestic consumption. If, however, there 
are imports or exports or both, the price will be the 
ordinate to the demand curve from the point indicating 
the total consumption. This follows from the definition . 
of the demand curve. Moreover, the price, if an equi
librium price, will also by definition equal the marginal 
cost and should determine that point on the cost curve 
whose abscissa is the domestic output. (Or.if n per cent 
production at a loss is normal, an abscissa n per cent less 
than the domestic output) .10 

The above principle is illustrated in Figure 7. 
DI , D2, etc.,--demand curves 
CC' -cost curve 
S8'-supplycurve .(production+ imports- exports) 
PI, P2 , Ps, etc.,-prlCes 
MI , M 2 , MJ!! etc.,-marginal costs 
001 , 002 , uOs, etc.,--domestic outputs 
0 181 , 0 282 , etc.,-imports 

Footnote 9, continued.-The diagram shows the successive equi
libria supposing cost conditions to remain constant and demand 
to strengthen from year to year. The prices are determined by 
the ordinates from the successive outputs to the successive de
mand curves (D, DI, DII, etc.), the highest costs by the ordinates 
from the successive outputs to the cost curve (CC), and the mar
ginal costs are ordinates to the cost curve equal to the successive 
prices. . 

It will be observed that the long-time supply curve lies a 
little below the cost curve. Price-output data reveal the long
time supply curve rather than the cost curve but as the two 
curves have virtua.lly the same elasticity this circuxnstance need 
give no concern. 

10 If from any point in a curve a vertical line be drawn to the line 
OX, shown in the diagram, the vertical line is called the ordinate, 
and the distance from its foot to 0, the abscissa of the point. 
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Assume P1Sl, P2Sh etc., to be prices, determined by 
the fixed total supply curve SS' and the moving demand 
curve D1 , D., etc. If these are equilibrium prices, they 
are also the marginal cost of producing the domestic out
puts 001 , 002, etc. [OlSl, 02S2, etc., are net imports) and 
hence determine the cost curve, CC', assuming no part 
of the output to be produced at a loss. 

FIGURI!I 7. ELASTICITY OF SUPPLY WHEN THEIlE ABE IMPORTS. 

Increase in output may be forthcoming without neces
sarily implying improved methods of production or 
increase in price. On the assumption that each establish
ment is producing units of output at varying costs up to 
the marginal cost (see page 293) it would seem as though 
the only possibility of increased output would be either 
an increased price permitting increased output at a new 
and higher marginal cost, or improvements in methods 
of production permitting increased output at the same 
marginal cost, or some combination of these factors. The 
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first alternative would be shown by a shifting of the 
demand curve to the right, the second by a shifting of 
the supply curve to the right. If conditions surrounding 
all other industries except the one under consideration 
remained constant, such a conclusion would be war
ranted. But if the cause of a strengthening demand is 
one which affects industry as a whole, as, say, growth of 
population, the result will be an automatic shifting to 
the right of both demand and supply curves without 
necessarily implying increase in price or improved meth
ods of production in any of them. The strengthening 
demand will call forth increased output an along the 
line, and the same quantity of one commodity will tend 
to exchange for the same quantity of each of the others. 
Hence there will be no change in the real prices of any of 
them. Neither, if the quantity of money just keeps 
pace with the increasing volume of business, will there be 
any change in the money prices of any of them. It fol
lows that in a normally expanding country there will be 
a close correlation between supply and demand condi
tions; for every industry both supply and demand curves 
should be steadily shifting to the right. Of course, there 
will be "perturbations" in this "cosmic drift" resulting 
from the special conditions peculiar to each industry. 

III. THE HANDLING OF DATA 

The preceding discussion reveals the extreme elusive
ness of the cost and demand curves which lie embedded 
in any existing data. Estimates of their elasticities may 
be made, but any hope of obtaining numerical values 
comparable with results to be obtained in physical sci
ence must be l"bandoned. 
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Cost data, if arrayed by units of output, should yield 
the cost curve immediately. Such cost data never have 
been assembled and probably never will be. If arrayed 
by establishments, as are the cost studies of the Tariff 
Commission, they should yield a minimum value of e 
(see pages 293-294). 

The only other data available are price quotations, 
statistics as to output and consumption, and factors 
which may affect demand and supply conditions. The 
one guiding principle to be kept in mind in handling 
such data is that if cost conditions remain fixed while 
demand conditions vary, prices will lie on the supply 
curves; if demand conditions remain fixed while cost 
conditions vary, prices will lie on the demand curve. As 
a secondary principle it may be assumed that preference 
should be given to interpretations which involye moder
ate rather than violent shiftings to right or left of the 
demand and cost curves, especially the latter. 

In applying these principles no rule to be followed 
blindly can be laid down. Each case must be studied on 
its own merits, and success will depend largely upon the 
skill of the statistician. A few general suggestions may, 
however, be made. 

Every industry is subject to the action of two antago
nistic sets of forces, those tending to raise the marginal 
cost and those tending to lower it. Since the cost curve 
is an ascending curve, the mere strengthening of demand 
(shifting of the deinand curve to the right) assuming 
that at the same time no change takes place in the posi
tion of the cost curve, tends to raise the marginal cost. 
(Figure 3-A.) This tendency is increased, if in conjunc
tion with strengthening demand such factors as depletion 
of raw materials are tending to increase the costs of pro-
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duction all alo~g the line, resulting in a shifting of the 
cost curve to the left. On the other hand, improvements 
in methods and machinery are always tending to lower 
marginal costs, which tendency would be evidenced by a 
shifting of the cost curve to the right. (Figure 3-B.) 

When, as a net result of the action of these two sets of 
antagonistic factors, the marginal cost over a period of 
years trends upward, the industry may be said to be 
!\ubject to increasing costs. When the trend is down
ward it may be said to be subject to decreasing costs. 
Every industry is of course subject at all times to tenden
cies in both directions, but it is the net result which is of 
chief concern, and on the nature of this net result, price, 
output, and net-import data may throw some light.ll 

Suppose that, over the period of years covered by the 
investigation, the data are graphed so that price, out
put, and imports are shown on the same sheet as ordi
nates to successive time units, the!). if the trends of both 
prices and outputs are upward, it is evidence that the 
industry is subject prevailingly to the law of increas
ing costs. The demand curve has been moving progres
sively to the right, while the cost curve, if it has been 
moving to the right at all, has not changed its position 

U "Increasing cost" and "decreasing cost" are here used in a 
sense somewhat different from that given to these terms in formal 
economic theory. As ordinarily understood an industry is said 
to be subject to the law of "diminishing returns" or "increasing 
cost" when, assuming that a given demand calls forth a certain 
output at a certain marginal cost, a stronger demand applied 
at the same i1l8tant would have called forth an increased output 
at a higher mar~inal cost. An industry is said to be subject to the 
law of "decreasmg cost" when, owing to the economies of large
scale production, a stronger demand applied at the same i1l8tant 
would have called forth an increased output at a lower marginal 
cost. Obviously, under this concept it is implied that any shifting 
to the right of the demand curve automatically carries with it a 
shifting to the right of the cost curve also, 
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sufficiently to overcome the tendency to increasing mar
ginal cost. If from a general knowledge of the industry 
there is reason to believe that demand has strengthened 
during the period under investigation, or at least has not 
weakened, and the graph stilI shows an upward trend of 
prices but a downward trend of outputs, the case for the 
industry's being subject to the law of increasing costs is 
even . stronger. The cost curve has apparently been 
shifting to the left. 

In either of these cases the imposition of a duty would 
be one factor added to those already tending effectively 

, to raise marginal cost and price. 
But now suppose that an upward trend of outputs is 

accompanied by a downward trend of prices. In this 
case the evidence points to progressive improvements in 
methods and machinery and relatively stationary de
mand conditions, a progressive shifting of the cost curve 
to the right and a relatively stationary demand curve. 
Here we have an industry subject prevailingly to the law 
of decreasing costs, and while the imposition of a duty 
would check the downward tendency of prices, it might 
not be sufficient to overcome it. Prices might continue 
to fall. Indeed~ the stimulus given to the industry by the 
duty might accelerate improvements in methods and ma
chinery and result in an even greater decline in prices 
and increase in output than would have occurred had the 
duty not been imposed. In this case the industry would 
have been one to which the familiar· "infant industries" 
argument for protection was applicable. 

Comparing productiOIi with imports, their relative 
magnitudes and their relative trends should be noted. 
Inferences of considerable tariff significance may be made 
from such a comparison. (1) Since price is determined 
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by the interaction of demand with total supply-produc
tion plus imports-if imports constitute at best but an 
insignificant part of total supply, the tariff can have but 
little effect on either price or output. The effect of a 
duty will tend to increase with the relative importance of 
imports. (2) Provided demand conditions in the United 
States and in the country from which imports are re
ceived continue to occupy about the same relative posi
tion, it may be assumed that if. imports show a tendency 
to increase more rapidly than domestic production the 
forces that tend to a lowering of costs in the foreign 
country are gaining on similar forces in the United States. 
Under these conditions foreign competition is tending to 
become more severe. From the standpoint of the in
dustry a. duty is needed, but from the standpoint of 
consumers, it simply shuts them off from sharing in the 
improved methods of production by which foreigners are 
profiting. If on the other hand domestic output is in
creasing more rapidly than imports, it is evidence that 
domestic producers are getting more and more into a 
position of competitive advantage, and a 'duty is of less 
consequence to either producers or .. consumers. If the 
process continues the United States will change from an 
importing to an exporting country and the duty will 
become purely nominal. 

The inferences which have so far been pointed out as 
possible to be derived from inspection of the data are 
based on the evidence which the data afford of changes 
in the conditions of demand and supply, that is, of shift
ings to right or left of the cost and demand curves. N oth
ing has yet been said to indicate how the data may be 
handled so as to give evidence of the shape and character 
of these curves from which the elasticities of demand and 
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supply may be computed. Yet the effects directly at
tributable to the tariff depend on these elasticities. The 
changes in demand and supply conditions so far dis
cussed may afford some evidence as to the wisdom or 
unwisdom. of imposing a duty, but they are not them
selves caused by the duty. Presumably they would take 
place in much the same way whether the duty were 
imposed or not. The only effects directly attributable to 
the tariff are the effects which it can produce on price, 
production, and imports under the supposition that for
eign and domestic demand and supply conditions undergo 
no change,12 

The elasticities of supply and demand cannot be com
puted from price, output, and consumption data alone. 
The unknown quantities are too numerous for the .equa
tions. This statement is susceptible of algebraic demon
stration, but the following graphical explanation is be
lieved to be sufficient to make the point clear to the 
reader. (Figure 8.) 

Suppose the data show that in two successive observa
tions price changes from PQ to P.Q., and output from 
OQ to OQ.. This change must have been effected by a 
strengthening of demand, that is, by a shifting of the 
demand curve from a position passing through P to a 
position passing through P l' So long as it satisfies this 
condition, its shape does not matter. It may be straight 
or curved, its slope may be steep or gentle. If now we 
knew that while the demand curve was moving from P 
to p. the cost curve had not moved at all, we could at 

.. The one exception to this statement is to be found in the 
possibility that the duty may stimulate the ~ccumulation of 
capital, and hence hasten the action of those forees which tend to 
lower costs-it may be a cause of a more rapid shifting of the 
cost curve to the right. . . 
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once compute the elasticity of supply from the portion of 
the supply curve PP1 • But the change in price and out
put can equally well be accounted for by supposing that 
while the demand curve moved from P to Ph the cost 
curve from a position PI moved to a position P 111, or 
from P2 to P 121 , or from P3 to P 131 , or from P4 to 

FIot/lUll 8. PmCl!l-OUTPUT DATA ALoNE, INADEQuA"l'I!I. 

P141 • The possibilities are infinite. So far as evidence. 
afforded by the data is concerned one supposition is as 
likely as another. 

Similarly, if the slope of the line PPl had been down
ward instead of upward the change in output and price 
would necessarily have involved a movement to the right 
of the cost curve, while there might or might not have 
been a movement of the demand curve. 

Elasticity of dSUpplYd can be computed only when as
eman 

• b . d h h cost . fix d surance t8 0 tame t at t e .J d curve rematns e 
"eman 
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h'l th demand . h .. .. 
W tee cost curve t8 c angmg ."ts posttton. Such 

assurance may come from an intiIp.ate knowledge of the 
industry or from statistical methods introducing addi
tional data. 

Obviously if it is known that over the period covered 
by the observations cost conditions have not appreciably 
changed while demand conditions have changed, the elas
ticity of supply can be computed directly from the trend 
of the price-output scatter, and similarly if it is known 
that there has been great improvement in methods while 
demand conditions have not changed the elasticity of de
mand can be computed from the trend of the price-con
sumption scatter. 

The principle in the last paragraph may be extended 
further. If there is reason to believe that over a period 
of years the variability of demand conditions greatly ex
ceeds that of supply conditions and furthermore that such 
variations of supply conditions as exist are as likely to 
be in one direction as the other, then the elasticity of 
supply may be computed in the following manner: From 
a price-output scatter select all the chronologically suc
cessive pairs of observations in which the line connecting 
them shows an up-slope and compute a value of e from 
each pair. The median of these values should approxi
mate the true value of e. Similarly, when the variability 
of supply conditions greatly exceeds that of demand 
conditions, the median of the values 1/ computed from the 
pairs of observations showing a down;.slope should ap-
proximate the true value of 1/. - . 

In the absence of intimate knowledge of demand and 
supply conditions, statistical methods for imputing fixity 
to one of the curves while the other cbanges its position 
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must be based on the introduction of additional factors. 
Such additional factors may be factors which (A) affect 
demand conditions without affecting cost conditions or 
which (B) affect cost conditions without affecting de
mand conditions.18 An example of a factor of type A is 
the price or output of an important substitute for the 
article und~r investigation or some index of prosperity 
of an industry using that article as a raw material. An. 
example of a factor of type B, in the case of an agricul
tural crop, is yield per acre or the price of the given 
article the preceding year.14 

Suppose, now, that the problem is to compute the elas
ticity of supply (e). Price (P'), output (0'), and price 
of substitute (A') should be tabulated and the ratio of 
each observation to that preceding should be computed. 
This will give us a table of link relatives for price, output, 
and price of substitute. Then the deviation of each link 
relative from the mean link relative should be found and 
the results tabulated. We shall then have a table show
ing for each pair of successive observations the percent
age deviation in the price of the substitute corresponding 
with the percentage deviation in output and also with 
the percentage deviation in price. Denote these per
centage deviations from their means by A, 0, and P. 
(Figure 9.) 

11 A complanentary process would obviously be to find the 
relation between output and price, after eliminating the effects 
of all factors (A) which affect cost conditions or after eliminating 
the effects of all factors (B) which affect demand conditions. 
This may be possible by the method of partial correlation. 

"This last-named factor does not affect cost conditions but it 
does affect supply conditions, that is, the quantity which will be 
forthcoming at a given price. The essential point is that it does 
not affect demand conditions, and all that is essential in order to 
compute elasticity of demand is to find different points on a 
stationary demand curve. 
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Through C draw the line SS so that the ratio of any 
abscissa to its ordinate shall be e, that is, the ratio of 
the percentage increase in output to the percentage in
crease in price. Similarly OD should be drawn so that 
the ratio of abscissa to ordinate will be 11. Now suppose 
that one of the pairs of price-output deviations in the 
table is represented by a deviation of CF per cent in out-

FIGVBIII 9. TYPICAL PRICE-OUTPUT PERCENTAGI!l DI!lVIATION. 

D 

a 

put and OF per cent in price. These deviations must 
obviously have been brought about by a change in supply 
conditions from those represented by the line SS to those 
represented by the line S'S' and a change in demand 
conditions from those represented by the hne DD to 
those represented by the line D'D', the change in s~pply 
conditions being denoted by Sl and that of demand con
dition by D1 .16 Using symbols as indicated on the dia
gram we have: 

'"In this investigation the supply and demand curves must be 
assumed to represent conditions of .constant elasticity for all 
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EF CF-CE 
e=GF= GF 

Now multiply each term in this equation by A (the 
corresponding deviation in the price of a substitute) and 
we shall have: 

eA.P = A.O - A.Sl 

Suppose this multiplication to be performed for every 
pair of price-output deviations and the results added, 
then: 

~A P ~A 0 ~A S IA.O - IA.Sl e"", . = "" . - "" . 1 or e = A.P 

But A was a factor which did not affect supply condi
tions; hence it is uncorrelated with Sl; hence IA.Sl = 0; 

dh 
IA.O 

an ence e = IA.P 

Similarly if B is a factor, say, yield per acre, which does 
not affect demand conditions weshaII have: 

FH O-Dl 0 n ~ 1J=FG=-P-; fJP = - 1; fJ""D.P= 

~ 0 ~ D IB.O-IB.Dl 
""D. -""D. 1;" = B.P . 

But IB.Dl=O Hence 1J =::~ 
Success With this method depends on success in discov

ering factors of the type A and B. Several such factors 
of each type should be used if possible. Because of the 
slow adjustment of price to marginal cost five-year (or 
four-year or six-year) averages should be used for P', 0', 

points on the curve, that is, they must be of the types x = ny' 
and xy'I = n respectively (page 298). With such curves the 
elasticity at any point would be the ratio of the abscissa to the 
ordinate of any point on a straight line. 
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and A! in computing e instead of annual data. Since the 
price lies at the intersection of the demand and total 
supply curve (which may include imports) instead of at 
the intersection of the demand and cost curve, consump
tion data instead of output data should be used in com
puting fJ. 

A more complete analysis of the method here suggested 
may be made by introducing the principles of path co
efficients; for which see "Correlation and Causation," 
Journal of Agricultural Research, January 3, 1921, by 
Sewall Wright, and "The Theory of Path Coefficients," 
Genetics, May, 1923, by the same FI 10 
author. The analysis of this GURI!I., 

method is outlined as follows ~D~ 
(symbols used with same mean- . 
ings as above): (Figure 10.) 5 

The path coefficients involved ~B 
are d, s, Pu P2' 0u O2, The 
solution is based on the assumption that P and 0 are 
completely determined by Sand D and that, as before, 
for all points on the curves representing supply or de
mand conditions the elasticity of sup'ply or the elasticity 
of demand is constant. By the principles of path co-

efficients (1) 0 = olD 00 + 02S 00 and (2) P = P1D .!!: 
OD OD, OD 

+ p2S oP. If we divide (1) by (2) on the supposition 
OD 

that the conditions of supply are constant, that is, that 

S = 0, we have pO =~. That is, for the observed 
PlOp 

percentage deviations of output and price, 0 and P, we 
find that their ratio, under the condition that $upply con-
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ditions are constant, is given by the expression 0 100. But 
P,Op 

this ratio is, by definition the elasticity of supply. Hence, 

0 100 S' '1 l'f d"d (1) b (2) . e = --. Iml ar y I we IVI e y , assumIng 
PlOp 

D 0 h 0200 
= ,we ave '1 = --. 

P20p 

Now by the principles of path coefficients we have 

rA0C10 Similarly '1 = rB0C10. Finally, since rAO _ 
rAPC1p rBPC1p 
IAO IAP IRO IRP 
-n 0' rAP = -n 0' rBO -:--no and rBP =--, we have 0A 0 OA P BOp nOBOp 

e= rAOOO 
rAPOp 

IAO 

--Op 
nOAOp 

i~ as before, and similarly '1 = 

rBoDo IRO b f . 
--= ~BP' as e ore. rBPOp ~ 

An attempt was made to compute the values of ed and 
'1d for butter and flAxseed by the methods which have 
been described. By the method of segregating successive 
observations in which price and output change in the 
same direction from those in which they change in oppo
site directions the following values were obtained: for 
butter, ed = 1.65, '1d = -.53; for flaxseed, ed = 1.88; 
'1d = -.81. By the method of introducing external fac
tors the results were: for butter,ed = l.43; fJd = -.62; for 
flaxseed ed = 2.39; fJd = -.80. The only available data 
included the war period, when both supply and demand 
conditions were far from normal and when, moreover, 
money prices were greatly inflated. In all cases it is 
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desirable to use "real" prices rather than money prices: 
in this case it was imperative. But when the inflation 
and subsequent depression are so extreme as during the 
period under discussion, considerable doubt is nec,essarily 
cast on results obtained by any method of reducing 
money prices to real prices. Too much confidell-tle should 
not be placed on the above numerical values, but it is 
believed that they may be accepted as affording strong 
evidence of elasticity of supply and inelasticity of de
mand for both butter and flaxseed. 

This conclusion may be accepted with the more con
fidence as it agrees with a priori conclusions. Elasticity 

. of output is to be anticipated for several reasons. (1) 
Both butter and flaxseed are in the nature of alternative 
crops. They may be produced by the same men and on, 
the same land as are other crops in which we are now 
on an export basis. To increase the output it is no~ 
necessary to resort to inferior land or to inferior types 
of ,business management. Hence it is probable that in
crease in output would be forthcoming at but slight in
crease in margins] cost. (2) Dairy products and beef 
are all derived from cattle. There are considerable herds 
of dual-purpose animals in the United States. Hence a 
moderate increase in the price of butter would tend to 
lead owners of such dual-purpose animals to emphasize 
milk production and the output of butter 'would thereby 
be greatly increased at comparatively small increase in 
cost. ' (3) Butter is one of several dairy produCts. Milk 
may be marketed as such or it may be used to manufac
ture butter, cheese, or evaporated milk. A moderate 
increase in the price of butter would lead to the diversion 
of milk from other purposes. Condensed milk is on 8. 
strong exp~rt basis,. and. Elv!ln ta~ng dairypro.~ucts a.s 
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a whole, including fresh milk and cream, the difference 
between exports and imports is not great. Exports were 
in excess in 1924 and imports in 1925.18 The diversion 
would be expected to be accomplished without great in
crease in cost. 

With respect to demand conditions the' a priori case 
is not so clear. Butter is regarded as a necessity, and the 
demand for necessities is ordinarily inelastic. It may, 
however, be elastic if a ready substitute exists and mar
garin is a substitute for butter. However, in the United 
States the consumption of margarin is ordinarily only 
about 10 per cent of that of butter. People are reluctant 
to change their food habits. The presence of margarin . 
tends to moderate the inelasticity of demand rather than 
to make it positively elastic. 

In regard to the demand for flaxseed a priori reasoning 
il;! even more inconclusive. The products of linseed oil, 
which is the principal product of flaxseed, are less ob-

.. The trade in dairy products is shown in the table below: 

FOREIGN ThADIII IN DAIRY l'ltODUcrs 1924-1925 
(In millions of pounds) 

1924 1925 

Commodity 
Im- Ex- Net Net Im- Ex- Net 

Im- Ex- Im-ports ports ports ports ports ports ports 
I-

Fresh milk and 
cream ••••••• SO.7 0.6 SO.1 ... 108.3 0.7 107.6 

Condensed, 
evaporated, 
and powdered 

203.3 12.4 151.4 milk ........ 8.5 211.8 ... 
Cheese ........ 59.2 4.3 54.9 ... 62.0 9.2 52.8 
Butter ........ 19.3 8.3 11.0 ... 6.9 5.4 1.5 

t--- --
Total ....... 167.7 225.0 ... 57.3 189.6 100.7 22.9 

Net 
Ex-

ports 
i-

.. . 

139.0 
.. . 
~ .. , 
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viously necessities than butter. It is highly probable 
that the amount of painting done is influenced consider
ably by the price of paint. It will be noted that the 
values, -.80 and -.tn, indicate that the demand for flax
seed is much less inelastic than is the demand for butter, 
for which the values are -.62 and -.53, but the statis
tical evidence that the demand is. inelastic rather than 
elastic is strong. The value -.80 was the average of 
results obtained by six independent computations using 
different external factors. Four of the results were 
numerically less than 1, two slightly over 1. 

Unfortunately data were not available for computing 
the elasticities of foreign demand and supply, but the 
domestic elasticities alone have an important bearing on 
the effectiveness of the tariff. Referring to formulre B 

LIP . LIP 
and C, page 288, Llo =p eaOd and..::11 = p (edod - '1dCd) 

it will be seen that the large values of ea, Od, and Cd 
indicate that production is likely to respond generously 
and imports to fall off .s~arply as a result of whatever 
price increase is brought about by the tariff. Butterand 
flaxseed, therefore, are both in a favorable situation for 

.the application of a duty from the standpoint of those 
who make national self-sufficiency an object. While the 
increase in price which a duty would entail cannot be 
computed without a knowledge of the foreign elasticities, 
there is no reason for supposing that they differ greatly 
from the domestic, and if not the important part played 
by American production in world production, gives as
surance that the rise in price will be considerably less 
than the duty. 
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APPLICATION OF THE "EQUALIZING RATE" TO 
THE FATTY OILS 

SECTION 315 of the Act of 1922 gave the President 
authority to change duties provided for in that Act in 
accordance with the principle of an equalizing rate i that 
is, the final rate was to equalize the costs of production 
as between the United States and its principal foreign 
competitor. Under the provision of this section the 
United States Tariff Commission endeavored to find the 
differences between the domestic and foreign costs of 
production of linseed oil and butter, and in accordance 
with the findings of a majority of the Commission the 
duty on butter was raised from eight to twelve cents a 
pound in March, 1926. 

Many practical difficulties have arisen in ascertaining 
the equalizing rate, difficulties so great that the Com
mission has seldom been unanimous in its findings. Two 
of these difficulties call for discussion in this study, others 
will be dismissed with a bare enumeration. Of the latter 
class one of the most important arises when several joint 
products result from processes involving a common cost. 
By what principal shall that cost be apportioned among 
the products? The proper disposition of rent and interest 
is often a puzzling problem. Such also is the question 
of markets and transportation. For what market shall 
the cost be equalized-the foreign, the domestic seaboard, 
or some point in the interior? 

320 
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The two difficulttes which will be here discussed are 
those arising from production at varying costs and those 
which are especially applicable to agricultural products. 

I. PRODUCTION AT VARYING COST 

All investigations so far made by the Tariff Commis
sion show that the cost of production for each establish
ment differs from that of other establishments. There are 
in fact ordinarily as many different domestic costs as 
there are domestic producers and as many foreign costs 
as there are foreign producers. Obviously a duty which 
would equalize costs between one pair of producers, do
mestic and foreign, would be too great or too small for 
another pair. 

To meet this difficulty the solution adopted by the 
Commission is an average. Let ,us see, in the light of 
the formula given in Appendix B, the logic of applying 
an average. Assume, under free trade, the domestic and 
foreign costs ascertained by establishments, an average 
of each struck, and a duty imposed equal to the differ
ence. After sufficient time had elapsed equilibrium 
would be brought about with a domestic price and mar
ginal cost higher by ap than before and a foreign price 
and marginal cost lower by Tr-ap than' before. The 
introduction of new higher cost producers would raise 
the average domestic cost of production and the elim
ination of some of the high cost foreign producers would 
lower the foreign average cost of production. Hence, 
if a new investigation were made the difference would be 
found to 'be greater than before and it would be neces
sary to raise the duty. The process ab'ove outlined would 
be repeated with every increase in duty until it became 
prohibitory. 
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Incidentally, in connection with the use of an average, 
a practical problem arises. Shall the average cover costs 
for a single year or for several years? The "equalizing 
rate" based on one year's experience often differs widely 
from that based on another or on an average of several. 
The equalizing rate cannot be retroactive; it can only 
look to the future. Hence, as cost conditions change 
among both domestic and foreign producers the compu
tations may be out of date by the time the duty becomes 
effective. 

Instead of average costs, marginal costs have been rec
ommended as the basis of the equalizing rate. As was 
shown in Appendix B economic forces always tend to 
bring about an equilibrium with the domestic marginal 
cost just equal to the foreign marginal cost plus the duty. 
Hence, in this sense, any rate from zero to the prohibi
tory rate is an equalizing rate. Of course, as both for
eign and domestic conditions are dynamic, they may not 
be in equilibrium at the time of the investigation, and 
the difference between the ascertained marginal costs 
may indicate a change in duty; and thereafter marginal 
costs will fluctuate about the new equilibrium point in
stead of the old. But that gives no warrant for asserting 
that the new 'rate is the equalizing rate. 

The mere· fact that a given foreign country shows a 
lower average cost than the United States does not prove 
that domestic producers cannot continue to compete even 
without protection. The analysis leading to the for
mula shows that when the equilibrium point is reached 
many producers will continue competing with one another 
whose costs are very different and the question arises: 
why do not the lower cost producers expand their output, 
lower their prices, and drive out one after another the. 
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higher cost. producers until the price is reduced to their 
own average cost? An answer was given to this ques
tion on page 293. It was there shown that the forces of 
competition would tend to bring about. a condition in 
which each producer was expanding his output, with 
varying costs for different portions, up to a point. where 
some units were produced at marginal cost, and that, 
at. the existing price, he could not further expand his 
output without exceeding the marginal cost and hence 
producing some portion of his output. at a loss. 

What is true of individual producers may be true of 
regions or countries. -In each region or country, under 
equilibrium conditions, a cost study should show costs 
ascending from those of the most favored producer to 
the marginal cost. The marginal costs in all competing 
regions and countries tend to become identical,1 but the 
average costs ntay well be very different. Hence, since 
the marginal costs are the same, two regions may con .. 
tinue competing indefinitely however different. the aver
age costs. That facts bear out the above theory is shown 
in the table on page 324. 

It will be seen that for these regions all competing in 
the same markets the average costs differ widely. The 
average cost of butter from Nebraska laid down in New 
York is 23 per cent. greater than that from Michigan. 

The principle of an "equalizing rate" tends logically to 
G constantly increasing rate. If economic adjustments 
were made with clock-like precision, each industry would 
show an array of costs for different establishments from 
the lowest up ro the marginal, which would also be the 
highest cost; but as was noted in Appendix B, owing to 

I In this 8tatement transportation costa- to the eommon market 
are to be regarded &8 a. part. of the COIIt of produlltiOIL 
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AVERAGII" COSTS' Ol" PiwDuemG BUTl'ER IN DIFFERENT RilGIONS 0; 
THB UNITED STATES * 

(In cents) 
. ". 

Reduced to Buying, Cost Per Farm Cost Pound of Conver- Cost of . Total 

Region: Per Pound Butter sion, and Delivery Delivered 
of Allowing Selling to New in New 

Butterfat 23.380/0 Costa York York 
Overru"J1 

Min:nesota • 62.8 SO.9 8.0 1.8 60.7 
Wisconsin 58.2 47.2 . 9.4 1.0 57.6 
Iowa 57.8 46.8 9.5 1.6 57.9 
Michig~~ -:: 55.4 44.9 7.8 .8 53.5 
Nebraska •• 71.3 57.8 " 6.5 1.6 65.9 
Indiana •••• 68.3 55.3 9.2 .9 65.4 
Ohio ...... 62.7 50.8 9.6 .8 61.2 

• Source: BaUer! Report of the United Stat .. Tariff Commission to the Preat. 
deot of ~e" United Stat... 1926, pp. 92 and 106. 

accident" and to the fallibility of htlman judgment 
some of the output is always produced at a cost greater 
than the marginal. Producers whose cost is above the 
marginal feel themselves subjected to ruinous competi
tion and ask for an increase in duty. As a higher duty 
normally leads to an increase in price, and an increase 
in price not only benefits the high cost producers by 
enabling them to live but also benefits the low cost pro
ducers by "enabling them to make greater profits, the 
latter will join with the high cost producers in asking 
for ali increase in duty. If the increased duty is granted 
an adjustment is in time effected with a higher price and 
a higher marginal cost. But the new price and marginal 
cost in no wise lessen the likelihood of accident and falli
bility in judgment of those producers whose cost is near 
the new margin. A portion of the output will still be 
produced at a loss with a renewed demand for increased 
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protection and with·1/.S good evidence as before in favor 
of granting it. The logical outcome of an equalizing 
rate is therefore a prohibitory rate. 

II. THE EQUALIZING COST APPLIED TO AGRICtJL.. 
Tl1RAL PRODUCTS 

The Tariff Commission study of the cost of producing 
butter would seem to show that about 74 per cent of the 
domestic output was produced at a loss. A recent study 
of the United States Tariff Commission shows, in the 
case of the establishments for which farm costs were col
lected, the percentage of the total output of butterfat 
produced at varying costs per pound.s The table and 
chart in which the Commission's conclusions are em
bodied show that the weighted-average price received was 
about 49 cents per pound of butterfat and that only about 
26 per cent of the output was produced at a cost not ex
ceeding this figure, that is, that some 74 per cent of the 
output was produced· at a loss. The conclusions were 
based on cost studies covering 1,521,322 pounds of butter
fat, or less than 0.1 of 1 per cent of the total domestic 
production, and on these conclusions a majority of the 

• Butter: Report of the United States Tariff Commission to 
the President of the United States, 1926, pp. 102-103. The con
clusions are embodied in a table and a chart. The following is 
an abridgment of the table. 
Percentage of total 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Produced at a cost 

per pound of but
terfat (in cents 
per pound) not 
exceeding ...... 27 41 46 50 54 57.5 60 66 72 82 167 

The above estimate is based on a total of 1,521,322 pounds of 
butterfat produced in seven states during the year from May I, 
1923, to April 30, 1924. 
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Commissioners held that an increase in the then existing 
rate of duty (8 cents per pound) was called for.in order 
to secure an equalbing rate. Two Commissioners en
tered dissenting opinions. For the arguments advanced 
by the majority and the minority the reader is referred 
to the Commission's report. The only matter which will 
here be discussed is the startling conclusion that 74 per 
cent of the domestic output of butterfat is produced at 
a loss and the implied conclusion that the percentage pro
duced at a loss would be materially diminished if the 
duty were higher. 

Agricultural cost figures are elusive and misleading. 
That nearly three-fourths of the output of a great staple 
industry could be produced year in and year out at a 
loss is absurd on the face of it. Production at a loss 
carried over a s~ries of years must mean insolvency, 
unless the producers are men of independent fortunes 
conducting their business operations for pleasure-aD 
unlikely supposition for the American farmer. Either 
the period chosen was highly exceptional (in which case 
it was unsuited to a comparative cost study) or else the 
method chosen for estimating costs was not adapted to 
the purpose in hand. It is true that in any great indus
try some "extra-marginal" production is to be expected 
every year.' There is bound to be miscalculation, mis
fortune, and inefficiency. But no such theory of "extra
marginal" production can account for the Commission's 
findings. 

A study of the Commission's report shows that in esti
mating the cost of producing butterfat a very consider
able part of the outlay was in the nature of imputed 
costs, that is, costs involving no actual money outlay i 
such costs, for example, as those for ,feeds and roughage' 
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produced on the farm, and for the labor of the farmer 
himself and his family, and that most of these costs. 
were of the nature of allocated costs, butterfat being on 
most farms one of several products involving joint costs 
which had to be apportioned among the products in ac
(lordance with some arbitrary principle. From an ac
countant's standpoint the method chosen may have been 
unexceptionable, but from an economist's standpoint it 
throws little light upon the actual marginal cost and the 
effect which tariff changes may be expected to have on 
the price, output, and imports of butter. 

In truth, farming approaches primitive industry where 
both income and outgo are "in kind" rather than in 
money. The farmer's "costs" are largely his own labor 
and the labor of his family. This labor results in mate
rials, some of which are consumed as "consumers' goods" 
by his household, and others as "capital goods" in pro
ducing other products of his farm, and others still are 
sold for money. His income is partly money, partly the 
products of his farm consumed by his household, partly 
the satisfaction of being indepeI}dent rather than a "wage 
slave," and partly the hope of retiring on what, with 
some irony in this case, may be called the "unearned 
increment" of his land.· 

Now, however for bookkeeping purposes money values 
may be assigned to the numerous items where in fact 
there is no actual money outlay or income, such an impu
tation of costs and income has nothing to do with the 
farmer's own estimate, and it is the farmer's own esti
mate which in fact determines the marginal cost of his 
product and the price at which it will sell. 

Marginal cost in farming implies a money income to 
:the farmer just sufficient to meet his money obligations, 
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and a labor cost, in the literal sense of mental and 
physical exertion, not quite burdensome enough to lead 
him to give it up and try something else. 

If each farmer produced only one crop, its marginal 
cost of production would be the money outlay per unit 
of product for the farmer raising that crop who was just 
able to meet his money outlay from his money income 
and who under these conditions was willing to continue 
producing that crop. Farmers in fact produce many 
crops, and a "marginal farmer" might be considered as 
one who was just able to meet his money obligations 
from the income of all his crops and who under such 
conditions was willing to continue farming. But to allo
cate these money outlays among the several crops and 
thus determine the marginal cost of producing anyone 
of them is impracticable, not only because of the inherent 
difficulty of allocating costs among joint products, but 
also because in this case the allocation even if practicable 
would not necessarily represent the marginal costs of the 
several crops which the marginal farmer raised. He 
might be favorably situated for the production of some 
crops and unfavorably situated for the production of 
others. 

It was shown earlier in this discussion (page 299) that 
changes iIi demand and costs of production are perpet
ually throwing marginal cost and price out of adjust
ment, but that no sooner are they thrown out of adjust
ment than other economic forces are causing them to 
gravitate to congruence. They can never long remain far 
apart. It is believed that for agricultural products a 
nearer approach to actual marginal cost can be obtained 
from a careful price study than from a cost study. From 
such a study :the difference in marginal costs between the 
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United States and its foreign competitor can be inferred, 
and it is comparative marginal costs and their tendency 
to change under varying outputs rather than comparative 
average costs which are important in estimating the ef
fects of changes in the tariff upon imports and upon 
foreign and domestic prices and output. Under free 
trade, if transportation charges to the competitive mar
ket are included as a part of cost, marginal costs from 
all sources contributing to that market tend to equality. 
Under whatever duty, the difference between the foreign 
and domestic prices tends also to be the difference between 
the foreign and domestic marginal costs. When the duty 
is fully effective (up to the point where it becomes pro
hibitory) this difference in price tends also to be the full 
amount of the duty, but frequently as in the case of 
butter it is much less. It is significant that in the Tariff 
Commission's cost study the average cost of producing 
butterfat where farm costs were estimated was 61.5 8 

cents per pound, but that the price obtained by farmers 
for butterfat sold to creameries was 49.74 t cents. At 
this price, apparently, farmers were willing to continue 
producing butterfat; thus in the sense in which marginal 
cost has been defined it must have approximated this 
cost much more nearly than a cost necessarily much 
higher than the average cost of 61.5 cents which was 
obtained when farm costs were estimated. 

Allowing an "overrun" I of 23.14 per cent, 49.74 cents 

• Butter, p. 36. 
• Figures from PreliminaT1J Statement of U. S. Tariff Commis

sion, March 11, 1925, p. 16. 
I "Overrun" is the percentage excess of butter produced from a 

pound of butterfat. The Commission's estimate is 23.14 per cent 
for creamery territory in the United States and 20.48 per cent for· 
Denmark. 
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per pound for butterfat would equal 40.39 cents for 
the butterfat contained in one pound of butter. In 
Denmark co-operative' creameries paid the farmers 
40.38 cents per pound for butterfat or 33.51 cents 
for the butterfat in one pound of butter.s It is prob
able that these figures (40.39 cents for the United 
States and 33.51 cents for Denmark) come much nearer 
to representing the marginal costs of producing the but
terfat contained in a pound of butter in the United 
States and Denmark than can any results obtained 
by the method of direct cost investigation using imputed 
costs.' 
, Back of the imputation by accounting methods of 
money values to farm products and money wages to the 
farmer and his family as elements in costs of production, 
is often an ethical or social purpose. It is akin to such 
investigations as those of Rowntree and Booth in. ''ihow
ing that a formidable percentage of workers are not re
ceiving a "living wage" and thus of arousing attention 
to a bad social condition with a view to remedial social 
action. In this case of the farmers, by showing that at 
present prices 74 per cent of the output of butter is pro
duced at a loss, 'the implication may be that the duty on 
butter shOllld be increased in order that this most worthy 
and hardworking portion of the community may make 
a living. But if differences in costs obtained by this 
method throw little or no light on the main question at 

• Figures from Preliminary Statement of the Tariff Commission, 
March 11, 1925, p. 16. 

'The majority report of the Commission did not include in 
its comparison the "centralizer" costs of producing butter in the 
United States. It is, however, significant in this connection that 
computing as above, the price paid to farmers by centralizers for 
butterfat was only 34.12 cents per pound of butter. 
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issue, namely, what will be the effect of an increase in 
duty when imposed, the results of imposing such a duty 
are likely to be disappointing. 

As has been shown, imports are now of such relative 
unimportance that any further restriction could have nO" 
appreciable effect upon the price, but even if imports 
were of much greater importance their restriction cannot 
greatly benefit farmers so long as they regard "independ
ence," the hope of retiring on a competence, and a money 
income barely sufficient to meet money expenditures as 
a tolerable remuneration for a life of hard work and anx
iety for themselves and their families. If the duty were 
prohibitory, competition would hold the price of farm 
products to a level just sufficient to realize this result. 
These remarks, of course, apply to the farmers at or near 
the margin. The farmers whose costs are far below the 
marginal are prosperous and will continue prosperous 
whether the duty on butter is high or low. 

In this connection nothing could be more pertinent 
than the following words from a recent article by,Edwin 
G. Nourse: 8 "However equitable the institutional situa
tion created for him [the farmer], however efficient the 
agencies for giving .him adequate information and sound 
advice about the elements of his business, his final des
tiny is in his own hands. The public will never give him 
a standard of living; he must make it for himself." 

aJoumal 01 Farm Economiu, January, 1925, p. 20. 
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THE "EQUALIZING RATE" ON LINSEED OIL 

DATA showing the costs ·of producing linseed oil in 
England and in the United States for the year 1922 and 
the first six months of 1923 were collected by the United 
States Tariff Commission and issued in the form of a 
mimeograph statement in March, 1924. These data were 
assembled for the purpose of computing the equalizing 
rate. 

A careful study of Appendix C will make it clear that 
the idea of basing a tariff on an equalizing rate is 
founded on a misconception. The mental picture is that 
of a single domestic cost of production and a single for
eign cost of production, with a duty equal to the differ
ence. The object is to permit domestic and foreign pro
ducers to compete in the American market on even terms. 
In fact there is no single domestic cost of production 
and no single foreign cost of production, but in each coun
try there is a series of costs from the lowest up to the 
marginal. In general some domestic 'producers produce 
at a lowetcost than some foreign producers and some 
foreign producers produce at a lower cost than some 
domestic producers. Competition tends in time to bring 
about an adjustment with the marginal costs in the two 
countries differing by the amount of the duty. If the 
duty is increased the domestic marginal cost will rise 
and the foreign fall until the difference between them is 

332 
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again the amount of the duty. Under the new condi
tions, however, a larger proportion' of the total domestic 
consumption will be of domestic origin and a smaller 
proportion imported. Since an adjustment will always 
be effected, one rate may as logically be called an equal
izing rate as another. 

However, by a comparison of domestic and foreign 
costs, if averages are used, a rate may be obtained which 
tends to keep about the same relation between domestic 
and foreign supplies in the 'American market. ~o long 
as conditions of production in the two countries main
tain the same relative position to one another as existed 
at the time of making the 5nvestigation, such a rate will 
insure ability to compete to all the existing American 
producers. 

In the investigation referred to in the opening para
graph it was found that in the case of linseed oil for 
the first 6 months of 1923 the seed cost in the United 
States per ton of flaxseed crushed was $95.42 and the 
conversion cost was $9.77. The corresponding figures 
for England were $81.08 and $5.98. To ascertain the 
comparative costs per pound of oil it is necessary to allo
cate a part of the cost to the oil and a part to the oil 
cake, both of which products are derived from the flax
seed. It is also necessary to make allowance for trans
portation of the foreign oil to the United States, and to 
take into account the difference in the quantity of oil 
derived from a ton of seed in the two countries. ·A de
duction must be made from the American costs because 
of the drawback allowed on exported cake, and some 
other details call for attention. A careful study of the 
Commission's data led thEl writer to the conclusion that, 
when due allowance had been made for all these factors, 
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then in the United States the seed cost was 10.27 cents 
per pouIid of oil produced and the conversion cost 1.78 
cents. The corresponding figures for England were 8.01 
cents and 1.54 cents. On the basis of these figures the 
"equalizing rate" on oil would be 2.23 cents as compen
satory duty and 0.24 of a cent for direct protection to 
the oil industry, making a total of 2.47 cents as against 
the existing rate of 3.3 cents. Figures were also assem
bled for 1922. A similar computation for this year gave 
1.53 cents as compensatory' duty, 0.18 of a cent direct 
protection, and 1.71 cents total duty. 

It was shown in Chapter VII that while the duty on 
flaxseed was undoubtedly of some benefit to growers this 
benefit was greatly outweighed by the burden on farmers 
as a whole. If the duty on flaxseed were removed the 
duty which would permit crushers to continue without 
disturbance to their business is seen to be from a fifth 
to a fourth of a cent per pound. Even the removal of 
this duty would probably do little more than to stimulate 
them to greater efficiency. 
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OIL CONTENT OF OIL-BEARING SEEDS 

THE oil content of oil-bearing seeds varies more or 
less widely with the source and variety. The figures 
given below are taken from Foreign Crops and Markets, 
April 6, 1925. They are' in most calSes based on a large 
number of determinations. 

Name of Seed Per Cent of Oil 

Castor beans ...................... .. 42 - 58 
Chinese nut kernels ................. . 50 - 53 
Coconut (fresh kernel) •••..•••..•.•• 
Copra .............................. . 
Com germ ......................... .. 

The germ is 10 per cent of kernel 
Cottonseed ......................... . 

30 - 40 
60 - 75 
30 - 50 

17-
Flaxseed ............................ . 35 - 38 
Hempseed .......................... . 
Mustard, black ..................... . 
Olive .............................. .. 

16 - 30 
31 - 33 
35 - 65 

Palm, pericarp ...................... . 
Palm nut ......................... .. 

58 - 66 
35 - 40 

Peanut, decorticated 
Spanish ......................... .. 
Virginia ......................... .. 

Perilla seeds ........................ . 

50-
41.7-
34-

Poppyseed .......................... . 
Rapeseed (Colza) •••••••..••••••••••• 
Sesame seed ....................... .. 

45 - 50 
33 - 43 
50-

Sunflower seed ...................... . 45 - 50 
a,Average, 
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USES OF THE ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE OILS 
AND FATS, CLASSIFIED BY OILS AND FATS 

VEGETABLE OILS 

Castor: medicine; alizarin assistant; soap (fine toilet, especially 
transparent soaps); lubricant for heavy machinery and air
planes; leather preservative; flypaper; ilIuminant. 

Chinese nut: paint (inferior to linseed because of opacity and 
inelasticity of film, but desirable for enamel paint); varnish. 
especially spar varnish, as it does not tum white. 

Coconut: soap (the Cochin oil is suitable for cold-process soap 
making. All coconut oil makes soaps of good lathering 
quality. Marine soaps that will lather in hard water may be 
made from it); "nut" margarin; lard substitutes; used by 
bakers and in the confectionery trade; emulsions; cosmetics; 
perfumes; ointments; salves. 

Corn: salad oil; margarin; lard substitutes; alizarin assistant; 
soap; linoleum; leather dressing; vulcanized rubber; water-
proof fabric' paint. . 

Cottonseed: lard substitutes; salad oil; margarin; sardine pack
ing; cooking; medicinal emulsions; soap; washing powder; 
glycerin; waterproofing preparations; illuminant. 

Hempseed: paint and varnish (inferior to linseed); soft soap. 
Linseed: paint; varnish; linoleum; printers' ink and lithographic 

ink; patent leather; imitation leather; foundry cores; soap; 
glycerin; putty; vulcanizing; when cold pressed and refined 
it is edible. 

Olive: salad oil; alizarin assistant; soap (Castile); wool spinning; 
sardine packing; lubricant; illuminant. 

Palm: soap; candles; tin-plate ("palm oil grease," palm oil, mixed 
with cottonseed oil and mineral oil, preserves the surface of 
the heated plate till dipped in tin); in textile mills for soft
ening and finishing cotton goods. 

Palm kernel: (very similar to coconut oil) soap (especially cold
process soap); margarin. 

Peanut: salad oil; margarin; sardine packing; cooking; medical 
emulsions; cosmetics; illuminant (for miners' lamps); kid 
gloves, wool. and silk manufacture; artificial leather; soap; 
putty. 
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Perilla: paint, linoleum. 
Poppyseed: paints (especially artists' colors); soap (potash soaps 

and when added to olive oil stock makes the product less 
brittle); used lIS an edible oil in some countries. 

Rapeseed: lubricant; illuminant; soap: quenching steel plates. 
Sesame: margarin; cooking: enfleurage (extraction of perfume 

from flowers): soap (Marseilles mottled soap); lubricant: 
illuminant: rubber substitutes. 

Soya besn: soap: glycerin: paint: varnish; linoleum; printers' 
ink: foundry cores; salad oil: lard substitutes: margarin . 

.ANIMAL OILS 

Butter: used chiefly lIS butter but also used in the manufacture 
of margarin. 

Greases: soap; lubricant. 
Lard: used lIS lard and also in the manufacture of margarin and 

lard substitutes: ointments: salves: inedible grades used in 
making soap, lard oil, and lard stearin. Lard oil is an illumi
nant, a lubricant, and is used in oiling wool and dressing 
leather. Lard stearin is used for stiffening lard of low titer. 

Menhaden and other fish oils: soap; paint (especially for paint
ing smokestacks or other surfaces exposed to heat); linoleum: 
currying leather: tempering steel. 

Oleo oil and oleo stearin: the former used primarily for margarin 
and to a minor extent for lard substitutes. The latter used 
for the same purposes but with the primary and secondary 
use reversed. 

Tallow: lard substitutes; margarin; soap; ointments; salves: 
tallow oil: tallow stearin. Tallow oil. is used lIS a lubricant 
and lIS an illuminant: tallow stearin is used by tanners for 
dressing leather, and by candIe makers. 

Whale: soap; leather dressing: tempering steel; illuminant. 

USES OF THE ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE OILS 
AND FATS, C.LASSIFIED BY USES 

Alizarin AssistantlJ Cooking Emulsions 
Castor Cottonseed Coconut 
Corn Peanut Cottonseed 
Olive Sesame Peanut 

Candtea COBmetics Flypaper 
Palm Coconut Castor 
Tallow Peanut 
Other oils contain- Foundry CorelJ 
ing stearin or pal- Confectionery Linseed 
mitin Coconut Soya bean 
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Glycerin 
Cottonseed 
Linseed 
Soya bean and 
other soap oils 

Illuminanta 
Castor 
Cottonseed 
Lard oil 
Olive 
Peanut (miners' 
lamps) 

Rapeseed 
Sesame 
Seal (lighthouses) 
Sperm 
Tallow oil 
Whale 

Ki,d..glove and silTo 
manufacture 

Peanut 

Lard substitute. 
Coconut 
Com 
Cottonseed 
Lard 
Oleo oil 
Oleo stearin 
Soya bean 
Tallow 

Leather 
Castor (softening) 
Cod liver (currying) 
Com (dressing) 
Linseed (patent, 
imitations) 

Menhaden 
Peanut (imitation) 
Seal 
Sod 
Sperm 
Tallow stearin 
Whale 

Linoleum 
Com 
Linseed 
Menhaden 
Perilla 
Soya bean 

Lubricants 
Castor (airplanes) 
Greases 
Lard oil 
Olive 
Rapeseed 
Seal 
Sesame 
Sperm (light run
ning machinery) 

Tallow oil 

Margarin 
Coconut 
Com 
Cottonseed 
Lard 
Oleo oil 
Oleo stearin 
Palm kernel 
Peanut 
Sesame 
Soya bean 

Medicine 
Castor (laxative) 
Cod liver 

Ointments, salvBB 
Coconut 
Lard-
Tallow 

Paint 
Chinese nut 
Com 
Hempseed 
Linseed 
Menhaden (smoke
stacks) 

Perilla 

Poppyseed (artists' 
colors) 

Soya bean 

Perfumery 
Coconut 
Sesame (enfleurage) 

Printers' ink 
Linseed 
Soya bean 

Putty 
Linseed 
Peanut 

Rubber substitutes 
Com 
Linseed 
Sesame 

Salad, mayonnaise 
Corn 
Cottonseed 
Olive 
Peanut 
Soya bean 

Sardine pac"ing 
Cottonseed 
Olive 
Peanut 

Soap 
Castor 
Coconut 
Com 
Cottonseed 
Greases 
Hempseed 
Lard (white grease) 
Linseed 
Menhaden 
Olive 
Palm 
Palm kernel 
Peanut 
Poppy seed (makes 
olive oil soaps less 
brittle) 
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Rapeseed 
Seal 

Olive (wool spin-
ning) 

Vulcanizing 
Corn 

Sesame Palm (softening Linseed 
Soya bean goods) 
Tallow Washing powder 
Whale Tin-plates Cottonseed 

Cottonseed 
Bteel r:tes Palm Waterproojing 
Men aden Corn 
Rapeseed Varnish Cottonseed 
Whale Chinese nut 

Textiles 
Hempseed 
Linseed 

Wool SPinning 
Olive 

lAud oil Soya bean 
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Acts of 1909 and 1913 (See also 
under names of individ
ual oils) 

Principles of, 110-11 
Rates in, 108-9 

Act of 1921 (See also under 
names of individual oils) 

Purpose of, 1, 112, 114, 221 
Rates in, 1, 108-9 

Act of 1922 (See also under 
names of individual oils) 

Depressed export trade, 
121-27 

Did not increase production 
of domestic oils except 
Philippine coconut, 119-
20 

Effect on prices of oils, 131-
135 

Effect on production, imports, 
exports, 127 

Effect on revenue, 127-31 
Excluded oils replaced by im

ports of other oils, 117 
Purpose of agricultural brac

kets in, 1, 112, 114, 221 
Rates in, I, lO8-9 

Agricultural depression, 1, 112 
Less severe for butter than 

for other products, 139 
Agricultural Protection, I, 2, 

113-15 
Alizarin assistant, 22, 41 
Anatto,54 

Butter 
Alternating movements of 

prices, 228-9 
Centralizers, 55 

341 

Butter-Con. 
Chief exporting countries, 60 
Composition, properties, and 

uses,53 
Conclusions as to tariff 

policy, 229-32, 252 ' 
Costs of production, 324-30 
Creameries, 55 
Duty on, 108, 137 
Effects of tariff, 137-67 
Effect on New York price 

through impact of foreign 
shipments, 158-64 

Elasticity of supply and de
mand, 316-19 

Exports, 60, 265; small but 
persistent, 167 

Foreign production, 57 
Imports, 60, 165, 263; rela

tively smaU, 151; sea
sonal, 60, 156; principal 
sources of, 141, 224-28 

Joint product, 57 
Methods of production, 54 
Prices, 132; domestic and 

foreign, 142-43 
Production and trade data, 

56, 260-71, 276 
Butter substitutes 

Color, 66 
Composition, properties, and 

uses, 61 
Conclusions as to tariff 

policy, 250 
Consumption in United 

States and Europe, 64 
Domestic production, 62; 

varies with price of but
ter, 63 
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Butter substitutes-Con. 
Duty on, 64-5 
Handicapped by legislation, 

64 
Imports and exports, 66 
"Nut" and "oleo"-margarin, 

62 
Oleomargarin Law, 62 

By-products 
Most fatty oils are, 17; ani

mal oils and fats, 17; 
com, 17, 32; cottonseed, 
17; olive, 40; peanut, 17, 
49-50 

Castor beans 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 249-50 
Duty on, 109 
Production and imports, 21, 

272 
Castor oil 

Consumption, properties, and 
uses, 22, 266 

Conclusions as to tariff pol
icy, 249-50, 253 

Duty on, 108 
Production and trade data, 

23, 260-71 
Chinese Nut oil 

Composition, properties, and 
uses, 24 

Conclusions as to tariff pol
icy, 242 

Duty on, 108 
Production and trade data, 

25, 260-71 . 
Classification, 10-13, 86-99 
Coconut oil 

Composition, properties, and 
uses, 28 

Conclusions as to . tariff pol-
icy, 232. 236-37, 253-54 

Duty on. 108, 171 
Effects of tariff. 172 
Importance of Philippine oil, 

30-31 
Methods of production, 29 

Coconut oil-Con. 
Prices, 132, 278-84 
Production and trade data, 

30-31, 260-71 
Competitive position of United 

States, 82-106 
Drying oils, 102; food oils, 

99-100; soap oils, 99, 101 
Composition of fatty oils, 6-7 

(See also under names of 
individual oils) 

Similarity in, 79-81 
Consumption (See also under 

names of individual oils) 
Table showing, 266-67; how 

derived, 257 
Copra 

Duty on, 109 
Production and trade data, 

272 
Sources, preparation, im

ports, 26-7 
Com oil 

Conclusions as to tariff pol
icy, 251 

Consumption, properties, 
uses, 32 

Duty on, 108, 173 
Methods of production, 32 
Prices, 278-85; effect of duty. 

on, 173 
Production and trade data, 

33, 173, 260-71 
Raw material, 32 

Cottonseed oil 
Composition, properties and 

uses, 34 
Conclusions as to tariff poi

icy, 232, 237, 239, 253-54 
Duty on, 108, 173 
Exports, substsntial but de

creasing, 177-78, 237 
Imports, relatively insignifi

cant, 174 
Methods of production, 34 
Prices. domestic, 132. 179, 

278-85; foreign, 179; ef
fects of tariff on, 174-82 
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Cottonseed oil-Con. 
Production and trade data, 

36-7, 260-71 
Raw materials, 34 

Dairy interests _ 
Benefit to, from tariff, 253 
Part played by, in Acts ..of--

1921 and 1922, U2 
Denmark 

Principal .eompeting country 
in Butter, 59, 60, 224 

Supplanted by New Zealand, 
224-26 . 

Distribution of fatty oils 
among usee, 10-13, 86-
99, 336-39 

Drier or Japan, 39 
Drying oils, 13, 88-9 

Competitive position, 102 
Conclusions with respect to, 

240-49 
United States not self-suffi

cient in, 102, 105 

Elasticity of supply and de
mand, 289-316 

For butter and flaxseed, 
316-19 

Equalizing duty, 320 
Applied to agricultural prod

ucts, 325-331 
Applied to linseed oil, 332-34 
Difficulties in applying, 320-

35 
Essential oils, 7 
Exports (See also under names 

of individual oils and 
under Act of 1922) 

Depressed by duties, 121-27 
In terms of refined .oil, 257-
Of dairy products, 318 
Of principal oils, 264-65 
Of raw materials, 273 

Fats (See also under names of 
individual fats) 

Distinguished from oils, 7 

Fats-Con. 
Effects of tariff on animal, 

219 
Fatty oils, 6-7 
Fish oils (See also under Men

.haden oil) 
-Cod and cod liver, 67 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 253 
Duties on, 108, 203 
Prices of, little affected by 

tariff 203-5 
Sardine, herring, and salmon, 

69 
Flaxseed (See also under lin-

8eed oi~ and under Act 
of 1922) 

Conclusions as to tariff pol
icy, 242-49, 253 

Duty on, 109, 183 
Duty prohibitive during har

vest 188 
Effect of duty on price, 194-5 
Effect of duty on production, 

200-202 
Elasticity of supply and de

mand, 316-19 
Price relationship to Argen

tine and Cansdian seed, 
186 

Prices, domes#c and foreign, 
188-194 

Production and trade data, 
272 _ 

Sources and uses, 36-38 
Flax straw, utilization of, 37 
Flax wilt, 38 
Food oils, 10, 13, 88-89, 91-93 

Competitive position, 99 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 232-40 
United States self-sustaining 

with respec~ to, 99, 105 

Greases 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 251, 253 
Duty on, 108 
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Greases-Con. 
Methods of production, 76 
Prices; 278-285 
Production and trade data, 

76, 260-271 
Raw materials, 76 

Hempseed oil, 78 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 242 
Duty on, 108 
Production and trade data, 

260-71 

Imports (See also under names 
of individual oils) 

In terms of crude oil, 257 
Of dairy products, 318 
Of other oils replaced ex

cluded oils, 117 
Of principal oils, 262-63 
Of raw materials, 272 

Importance of the oils tariff, 
2, 19 

Interchangeability, 8, 103-105, 
"113 

Lard 
Composition, '11 
Conclusions as to tariff pol-

icy, 251, 253 
Duty on, 108 
Oil,72 
Prices, 132, 278-285 
'Prime steam, kettle rendered, 

neutral, 71-72 
Production" and trade data, 

73, 260-71 
Raw mat{lrials, 71 
Rendering, 71 
Uses, 72, 337 

Linseed oil (See also under 
flaxseed and under Act 
of 1922) 

Composition, properties, and 
uses, 38, 336-339 

Conclusions as to tariff pol
icy, 242-249, 253 

Linseed oil-Con. 
Distribution and control of 

industry, 185, 197 
Duty on, 108, 183 
Effect of duty on price, 196-

97 
Effect of duty on production 

and imports, 200-202 
Methods of production, 39 
Prices, 132, 198-99 
Production and trade data, 

40, 260-71 

Menhaden oil 
Conclusions as to tariff pol-

icy, 240-42 
Duty on, 108 
Methods of production, 69 
Prices, 132, 278-85 
Production and trade data, 

69, 260-71 
Properties and uses, 68, 336-

311 
Raw materials, 67 

Mineral oils, 6 

New Zealand, competition 
from, 50, 224-26 

Oil cake: Chinese nut, 24; co
conut, 26, 27; cotton
seed, 17, 34; linseed, 39, 
333; soya bean, 51 

Oil content of oil-bearing seeds, 
335 

Oleomargarin (See butter sub
stitutes) 

Oleo" stock, oleo oil, oleo 
stearin, 73, 74 

Conclusions as to taiiff pol
icy, 251 

Duty on, 108 
Methods of production, 74, 

75 
Olive oil 

Alizarin assistant, 41 
By-product, 41 
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Olive oil-Con. 
Composition, properties, and 

uses, 40, 336-39 
ConclUSIons as to tariff pol-

icy, 238-40, 251, 252 
Duty on, 108, 205 
Methods of production, 41 
Prices, 132, 206-7; raised by 

tariff, 208 
Production and trade data, 

43, 260-61 
Qualities, 42 
Raw materials, 4Q 

Overrun, 329 

Palm oil, 
Composition, properties, and 

uses, 44, 336-39 
Conclusions as to tariff pol-

icy, 251-52 
Duty on, 108 
Methods of production, 44 
Prices, 132, .278-85 
Production and trade data, 

45, 260-71 
Raw materials, 43 

Palm kernel oil 
Composition, properties, and 

uses, 45, 336-39 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 251-52 
Duty on, 108 
Export duty on palm ker

nels, 46 
Methods of production, 

45 
Production and trade data, 

. 46, 260-71 
Raw materials, 43 

Peanuts 
Acreage! 47 
ConclUSIons as to tariff pol-

icy, 237-38 
Duties on, 109, 209 
Effect of tariff on, 214-5 
Kinds, 47, 
Prices, 216-7 

Peanuts-Con. 
Production and trade data, 

49, 272-3 
Peanut oil 

By-product, 47, 49 
. Composition, properties, and 

uses, 48 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 232-3, 237, 253,254 
Duties on, 108, 209 
Effect of tariff on prices, 210-

11, 214 
Methods of production, 49 
Oil cake, '49 
Prices, 132, 212-13, 278-85 
Production and trade data, 

49-50, 260-71 
PeriIIa oil, 78 

Conclusions as to tariff pol
icy, 242 

Duty on, 108 
Philippine Islands 

Production in, regarded as 
domestic, 257 

Poppyseed oil 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 242 
Duty on, 108 

Prices (See also under names 
of individual oils) 

Determined by supply and 
demand, 148 

Domestic: of principal fatty 
oils, 278-85; butter, 142-
3; cottonseed oil, 179; 
flaxseed, 190-93; linseed 
oil, 198-9; olive oil, 
206-7; peanuts, 216-7; 
peanut oil, 212-3; may 
exceed foreign 'plus duty 
and freight, 146 

Effect of duty on, limited by 
substitutes, 14-5 

Effects of tariff on, foIIowing 
1921, 131-5 

Foreign trade affected by 
other factors than, 155 

Of principal fatty .oils, 278-85 
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Production (See also under 
names of individual oils) 

Domestic, of principal oils 
260-61; of raw materials, 
272 

In terms of crude oil, 257 . 
Protection, Objects of, 1, 2, 115 

Rapeseed oil, 78-9 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 251-2 
Duty on, 108 
Uses, 336-9 

Retaliation, 125-7 
Revenue 

Derived from fatty oils, 274-5 
Effects of tariff on, 127-31 

Self-sufficiency, 105 
Domestic output compared 

with consumption, 83, 84 
Tables showing, 268-71 
United States self-sufficient 

in animal but not vege
table oils, 84 

Sesame oil, 78, 79, 108 
Soap, defined, 11 
Soap oils, 10-13, 86-7, 89 

Competitive position with 
respect to, 101 

United States not fully self
sufficient with respect to, 
101, 105 

Soya bean oil, 50 
Conclusions as to tariff pol

icy, 232-36, 237, 253-54 
Duty on, 108 
Effects of tariff on price and 

production, 218 
Methods of production, 51 
Prices, 132, 278-85 
Production and trade data, 

52,260-71 
Properties and uses, 50, 336-

39 
Raw materials, 50 
Spurces, 52 

Substitutes (See also inter
changeability) 

Less satisfactory, 103-5 

Tallow, 73 
Conclusions as to tariff pol-

icy, 251, 253 
Duty on, 108 
Methods of production, 75 
Prices, 132, 278-85 
Production and trade data, 

76 
Raw materials, 75 
Uses, 74, 336-339 

Tariff (See also under names 
of individual oils and 
under Act of 19££) 

Bearing on, of by-products, 
16; of technic of mar
keting, . 159; of two 
stages of production, 15 

Depressed export trade, 121-7 
Duties in Acts of 1909, 1913, 

1921, 1922, 108-9 
Effectiveness of, limited by 

substitution, 15 
Effects of, not revealed by 

"before and after" data, 
116, 136; partly revealed 
by comparing domestic 
and foreign prices, 136 

Effects on prices, 131-5 
Formula for computing ef

fects of, 286-9 
Increased revenue, 127-31 
Methods for computing ef

fects of, 286-319 
Part played by dairy inter

ests in securing, 112 
Policy a result of (a) politi

cal ideals, and (b) knowl
edge of facts, viii, 220 

Raises domestic and de
presses foreign price, 
147,287 

Replaced excluded oils by 
other imports, 117 



Titer, 73 
Tung oil (See Chinese nut oil) 

Uses (See also under names of 
individual oils) 

Classified (a) by oils and 
fats, 336-37, (b) by uses, 
337-8 

Distribution of fatty oils 
among, 86-99 
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Whale oill 77 
ConcluSIons as to tariff pol

icy, 240-42 
Duty on, 108 
Prices, 132, 278-85; effect of 

tariff on, 203 
Production and trade data, 

77, 260-71 
Properties and uses, 77, 336-

39 
Raw materials, 77 
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